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1. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Manufacturing is a wide concept, as the use of Robots in Manufacturing is. In a general way,
we call manufacturing to the use of machines, tools and labor produce goods for use or sell.
Actually, must be taken into account, then manufacturing covers also every process, although
unproductive, that have any influence in the production. Every move of material, layout
planning or quality control task has important effects in the cycle of manufacturing as well as
the most basic process of the field, the modification of the work‐piece features.
Nowadays, as an effect of the high level of competitiveness in the national and international
market, the companies need to decrease their production times. As in any field in the life, the
industry is getting every time more changing. Needs and fashions are being redefined into a
shorter life time. In every manufacturing process, these trends have to be considered, giving a
lot of importance to recycling, material saving and, of course, time saving. In this document,
the relations and communications between robots will be treated more than their physical
specifications.
In the first big chapter of this document (2.: Computer Integrated Manufacturing) the main
target followed to justify the existence of the techniques described is the time reducing in
production, so in every process of manufacturing. As explained in that part, one of the most of
the most susceptible processes to be reduced is the design. A powerful tool for every kind of
industry is the computational technology in the drawing and design tasks. The new techniques
adopted by any size enterprise in order to be competitive are explained (for instance 2.3.1.:
Computer Numerical Control or 2.3.2.: Finite Elements Methods) in the chapter 2.3.: Computer
Aided Engineering, dedicated to assist the CAD/CAM applications (also explained in 2.2.:
Computer Aided Design and 2.1.: Computer Aided Manufacturing, respectively) that allow the
design and machines programming processes be significantly reduced.
As mentioned before, every task in the manufacturing has to be improved to decrease the
whole cycle time. Society and industry are demanding a bigger capacity to realize products
with different and changing features in decreasingly times, but also with high quality oriented
to the requirements specified. This makes necessary a very well chosen quality control (2.5.:
Computer Quality Control), because companies cannot lose customers due to dissatisfaction as
well as due to the increasingly competitiveness is always threatening to do.
All those techniques mentioned above, only can be harmonized with a Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) system, headline of this chapter. These CIM systems can only be
implanted successfully and optimized with an accurate planning, target of the chapter
explained in 2.4.: Computer Aided Production Planning.
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Integrated systems are always very expensive to implant, mostly because of the specialization
needed depending on each sort of industry and the particularities of one enterprise’s
production, which make it be differenced from other competitors. Regarding to those big costs
and the continuous changes of the demands to be assumed, the manufacturing systems have
to very flexible and predictive. The susceptibility to those threatens is trying to be solved by
gifted of intelligence and prediction skills new systems, described in the second main chapter
of this document (3.: Intelligent Manufacturing Systems).
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems are conceived to cope automatically with any disturbance in
any process and with any planning change. Researchers have tried to achieve different
intelligent systems following characteristics of nature following same capabilities to solve
problems and change strategies depending on the disturbances or the needs of new
orientations of goals in an autonomous way, always as from the manufacturing situation and
the resources availability. For instance, the chapter 3.3.1.: Holonic Manufacturing System
comes from the concept of the philosopher Arthur Koestler, when trying to define the hybrid
nature of the structures of living organisms and social groups. This kind of systems are the only
currently secured in the manufacturing and some examples of software employed are exposed
in the same point, as well as an industrial application in the last point of this document (3.5.1.:
Predictive Holonic Manufacturing).
As Holonic Manufacturing Systems, other sort of systems are conceived looking forward
achieve the same capabilities as intelligent systems. This is the case of the chapters 3.3.2.:
Fractal Manufacturing Systems and 3.3.3.: Bionic Manufacturing Systems. The first one has
origins in mathematics and theory of chaos and is based on the concept of autonomously
cooperating multi‐agents referred to as fractals (its basic unit). The second one from comes
from the joining concepts biology and electronic. Bionics is the application of methods and
systems found in nature to the new technology systems. These two systems above have years
some year of research, but they have not had a productive implantation in industrial processes
up to now.
To close this Intelligent Systems chapter, a comparison has been introduced in this document
in the chapter 3.4.: Comparison of Organizational Models, between the models proposed in
the point 3.3 (considering the Holonic Systems and the new approaches, Fractal and Bionic
Systems, mentioned before).
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2. COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

The important advances in the manufacturing technologies, joined to the computer controls,
have led to manufacturing systems totally governed by automatic systems, in which, once their
working is initialized and optimized, the human participation is almost deleted. This is the way
to achieve an entirely computerized production process (Computer Integrated Manufacturing,
CIM).
The Computer Integrated Manufacturing target is maximizing the efficiency of manufacturing
processes decreasing the manufacturing times relying in the automation growth. Automation
must be present in every process of manufacturing getting this integration which allows
individual parts to exchange information with each other and initiate actions. This
communication with computers makes manufacturing faster and less error‐prone, although
the main advantage is the ability to create automated manufacturing processes. Typically CIM
relies on closed‐loop control processes, based on real‐time input from sensors. It is also known
as flexible design and manufacturing.
In every industrial course the main factor to take into account is the efficiency. No one gets
free of this aspiration. This, of course, includes reducing costs, mostly traduced in reducing
times, both, machining and conforming, and design. What makes this possible is the
development of the state of the art. The main direction to be taken in order to achieve these
so necessary reductions, nowadays, is seizing the CIM possibilities. For it, in machining and
conforming terms, a series of techniques come into the play, from manufacturing flexible cells
oriented to the just in time production to the artificial intelligence, the implantation of
different sensors for the control of production or the automated feeding and maintenance.
The decisive technologies in the task of reducing design times are the stages CAD, CAM, CAE,
RP. The main one in prototyping is CAD technique because is the first one to be considered.
The other three named are strongly linked to this one and between each other.

Figure 1. CAD, CAE, CAM and RP systems integration.
Introducción al D. A. 0.
www.edicionsupc.es/ftppublic/pdfmostra/EG00501M.pdf

In a summarized way, is necessary to adop a system able, as much as possible, to reduce all the
times those make sensitive the final length of a production cycle. If we depart from a totally
manual manufacturing process, we can establize averagely the real transformation time as
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only the 5 % of the total time of manufacturing. The complementary 95 % of the cycle is
invested in maintenance, such as transpor and storing movements.
The steps can be taken forward the “Computer Integrated Manufacturing” in which every
departments of the enterprise (Design, Manufacture, Quality, Management…) are automatized
and interrelated under the superview of a central computer that waches over the right
enterprise behavior are in the list below. A CIM factory overview is shown in the Figure 2.
•

Utilization of the CAD/CAM systems of computer aided programmation that reduce
the initialization times of the series, furtherly minimazing the mistakes.

•

Usage of complex Numerical Control machines that allow to realize all the operations a
piece needs (turning an machining centers).

•

Incorporation of robots to the manufacturing system, in manufacturing tasks (welding,
painting…) and, specially, in maintenance tasks (machine‐tools feeding, transport,
packing…).

•

Assosetion of numerical control machines and robots in a flexible manufacturing cell
(FMC).

•

Implantation of automatic and flexible verification systems: coordinates meassuring
machines, artificial view systems…

•

Implementation of a management and planification of the production system.

1.

Materials automatic storage.

2.

Pieces and subsets automatic storage.

3.

Assembly.

4.

Quality control.

5.

CNC machines.

6.

Machining cell.

7.

Machining.
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8.

Welding.

9.

Guided vehicles.

10. Centralized control room.

Figure 2. Schematized example of integrated manufacturing.
AUTOMATIZACIÓN DE LA FABRICACIÓN
Tecnología de fabricación.
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

The stages form the Computer Integrated Manufacturing must be explained individually, and
they are the next ones:

CIM:

2.1.



CAM – Computer Aided Manufacturing.



CAD – Computer Aided Design.



CAE – Computer Aided Engineering.



CAP – Computer Aided Production Planning.



CAQ – Computer Aided Quality Control.

COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING (CAM):

Computer‐Aided Manufacturing is the use of computer software to control machine tools and
related machinery in the manufacturing of workpieces. CAM is a subsequent computer‐aided
process after computer‐aided design (CAD) and sometimes computer‐aided engineering (CAE),
as the model generated in CAD and verified in CAE can be input into CAM software, which then
controls the machine tool. These machines are classified as either NC (Numerical Control)
machines or CNC (Computer Numerical Control) machines, and their importance and
characteristics will be deeper introduced later. Both types of machines work from coordinates
given through the computer system, and both still have only the information originally
supplied to the computer, manually programmed or with CAD designs. Therefore, they have to
interpolate to determine where to cut between the points, meaning that curves may not be
perfect, depending on the number of points given on the curve by the computer. This
technology deserves to be described in detail, what will be done below with the Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE), the technology it belongs to.
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After this, we can define CAM as the transforming process of a workpiece aided by computer
programs that allows to follow the final piece design (nowadays usually CAD) using the CNC
techniques, as part of the technologies included in CAE. This transformation processes are
usually composed three or four stages, depending on the material and the software available:



Roughing: This process begins with raw stock, known as billet, and cuts it very roughly
to shape of the final model. In milling, the result often gives the appearance
of terraces, because the strategy has taken advantage of the ability to cut the model
horizontally. Common strategies are zig‐zag clearing, offset clearing, plunge roughing,
rest‐roughing.



Semi‐finishing: This process begins with a roughed part that unevenly approximates
the model and cuts to within a fixed offset distance from the model. The semi‐finishing
pass must leave a small amount of material so the tool can cut accurately while
finishing, but not so little that the tool and material deflect instead of shearing.
Common strategies are raster passes, waterline passes, constant step‐over
passes, pencil milling.



Finishing: Finishing involves a slow pass across the material in very fine steps to
produce the finished part. In finishing, the step between one pass and another is
minimal. Feed rates are low and spindle speeds are raised to produce an accurate
surface.



Contour milling: In milling applications on hardware with five or more axes, a separate
finishing process called contouring can be performed. Instead of stepping down in
fine‐grained increments to approximate a surface, the workpiece is rotated to make
the cutting surfaces of the tool tangent to the ideal part features. This produces an
excellent surface finish with high dimensional accuracy.

2.2.

COMPUTER AIDED DESGING (CAD):

Two concepts are taking into account in this technique: Computer Aided Drawing and
Computer Aided Design, realized in this order in the process. The drawing lie in generate 2D
and 3D geometries by computer software. The design is possible with specific software that
allows the drawing generating previously mentioned and, in addition, the very important
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structure and mechanism checking task, what means, verifying geometric restrictions and
kinematic restrictions with collision and interference simulations.

Figure 3. Computer Aided Drawing with
Rhinoceros 3D.
Introducción al D. A. 0.
www.edicionsupc.es/ftppublic/pdfmostra/EG00501M.pdf

Figure 4. Computer Aided Design with
SolidWorks.
Introducción al D. A. 0.
www.edicionsupc.es/ftppublic/pdfmostra/EG00501M.pdf

A CAD file must convey information, such as materials, processes, dimensions, and tolerances,
according to application‐specific conventions. CAD is an important industrial art extensively
used in many applications, including automotive, shipbuilding, and aerospace industries,
industrial and architectural design, prosthetics, and many more. Because of its enormous
economic importance, CAD has been a major driving force for research in computational
geometry, computer graphics (both hardware and software), and discrete differential
geometry. The most important application referring to the manufacturing is meaning the
design able to be stored in a computer and easily read and understood by a CNC machine in
order to bring the virtual piece into a physical real one. The steps for the machining from the
raw piece can be intuited and perfectly read by a NC machine from a CAD file, as the one
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. CAD CAD design in Solid Edge.
Diseño CAD en Solid Edge, http://electroniandrw.blogspot.com/
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2.3.

COMPUTER AIDED ENGINEERING (CAE):

These methods include the amount of computer software those make us able to realize
analysis and simulations of the machines and materials used and the manufacturing processes.
This concept covers some very different sorts of technology invested in manufacturing such as
the Computer Numerical Control (CNC) to simulate and lead machining processes, the Finite
Elements Methods (FEM) to analyze structures and dynamic behaviors, the Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to estimate the characteristics of thermal and fluid flows and the Rapid
Prototyping (RP) through STL data. These technical advances commonly employed nowadays
are described below, and CNC deeply.
In general, there are three phases in any computer‐aided engineering task:


Pre‐processing – defining the model and environmental factors to be applied to it (typically
a finite element model, but facet, voxel and thin sheet methods are also used).



Analysis solver (usually performed on high powered computers).



Post‐processing of results (using visualization tools).

This cycle is iterated, often many times, either manually or with the use of commercial
optimization software.

2.3.1. Computer Numerical Control (CNC):
At the present time, this technology is utilized in most of the machining processes, both milling
and turning, and high energy machining systems as well, such as electro‐erosion tasks, for
example. Not depending on the kind of tool to be used, the trajectories of this one are
introduced in the numerical control machine achieving the machining works decreasing to the
minimum the tasks to be done by a human. In order to explain the appearance of this
technology, its predecessor concept, Numerical control, would be necessary to be introduced.
Numerical control (NC) is the base of CNC technology. It started to be employed in the 1940s
becoming the first technology to allow operate by abstractly programmed commands encoded
on a storage medium instead of manually controllers or mechanically automated machines via
cams by themselves, like the very convoluted assembled automatic cam lathes. Also called
“automatic lathes” when they started their pioneering work in the 1870s. As they are
introduced by their own name, automatic cam lathes, every advance movement and machine
tool trajectory is governed by a very complex system of cams, pulleys and belts, racks and
gears… making cyclical operations to shape a batch of equal pieces (see Figure 6 and 7). This
made possible starting to substitute levers and handwheels with programming system which
made the machine tool follow a specified trajectory to get the piece machined. The most
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important target was decreasing the amount of workers needed for one singular work and,
mainly, the amount of specialized workers. Only one skilled worker could be able to manage
one or several machines in an improved continuous production. Also important was the
advantage of reducing the dangerous task to be realized by a human operator, many times
with the machinery in movement.

Figure 6. Automatic cams lathe exploded. This
scheme is of a simple machine from this kind of
automatisms. Other some more complex ones
are able to machine several pieces at the same

Figure 7. Charles Vander Woerd's Automatic
Screw‐making

Machine,

circa

1871‐1876,

invented for the American Watch Company,
Waltham, Massachusetts, USA. This machine
could make any size watch screw; one operator

time with several spindles.
AUTOMATIZACIÓN DE LA FABRICACIÓN
Tecnología de fabricación.
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

could attend six of these machines to give a
combined output of 50‐60,000 screws per day.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Charles_Vander_Woerd%2
7s_Automatic_Screw-making_Machine.JPG

Of course, these techniques have been developed hugely during the pass of the time since
their first steps. They started as, already then, existing machines with integrating motors to
operate over the controls in order to follow points fed into the system on punched tape (see
Figure 8).

Figure 8. Five hole and eight hole perforated paper tape as used in telegraph.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:PaperTapes-5and8Hole.jpg
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The Numerical Control has been developed as its usages and the world interest on it were. An
exemplar and summarized list of this utilization can be showed chronologically, such as the list
below:


(1725) Knitting machines built in England, controlled by punched tapes.



(1863) First piano automatically played by M. Forneaux.



(1870‐1890) Manufacturing templates and devices development by Eli Whitney.



Interchangeable parts north‐american manufacturing system.



(1880) Appearance of a new variety of machine tools for the metals machining.



Beginning of the emphasis on large‐scale production.



(1940) First steps of hydraulic, pneumatic and electric controls.



Increment of the interest in automatic machining.



(1945) Initiative over the numerical control research and development.



First large‐scale numerical control production researches.



(1955) U.S.A. starts employing automated tools in its Air Force productions.



(1956) Numerical control research and development concentration.



(1960) To the date:
-

Several new numerical control systems are created.

-

A big amount of metals machining processes are improved for the production.

-

Computer numerical control devices start to be used.

-

General development of the Computer Integrated Manufacturing.

Turning back to the Computer Numerical Control description, which is one of the main
technologies currently employed in the transformation stage in manufacturing, a technical
explanation comes necessary.
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) is the control in which the functions and motions of a
machine tool are controlled by means of a prepared program containing coded alphanumeric
data. CNC can control the motions of the workpiece or tool, the input parameters such as feed,
depth of cut, speed, and the functions such as turning spindle on/off, turning coolant on/off.
As the so well settled technology it is, the applications of this one cover most of the fields in
manufacturing, including both for machine tool as well as non‐machine tool areas. In the
machine tool category, CNC is widely used for lathe, drill press, milling machine, grinding unit,
laser, sheet‐metal press working machine, tube bending machine etc. Highly automated
machine tools such as turning center and machining center (see Figure 9) which change the
cutting tools automatically under CNC control have been developed, as mentioned before,
taking a very important part in integrated manufacturing. In the non‐machine tool category,
CNC applications include welding machines (arc and resistance), coordinate measuring
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machine, electronic assembly, tape laying and filament winding machines for composites etc
(see Figure 10).

Figure 9. Five‐axial machining center
OKUMA MU‐400VA.

Figure 10. CNC plasma cutting machine,
vertical and horizontal assembly and
welding machine.

CNC milling and boring, Machine Fleet http://www.cncmachining.cz/obrabeni.php

Wuxi Hualian CNC Cutting and Welding Group
http://www.busytrade.com/selling-leads/453414/CNCplasma-cutting-machine-H-beam-vertical-horizontalassembly-and-welding-machine.html

As any other technology, some limitations must be mentioned. They are, principally, high cost,
maintenance and the requirement of skilled part programmer. In the opposite side to these
drawbacks, the benefits that define the CNC machines are their high accuracy in
manufacturing, the sort production times, the great manufacturing flexibility, the simple
fixturing, the effective contour machining (from 2 to 5 axis machining) and the reduced human
error.
A CNC system consists in three basis components (see Figure 11): part program, machine
control unit and machine tool. Each one of them carries out a main mission working
simultaneously as shown in the block diagram of Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Typical numerical control system for a milling machine.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf

Figure 12. Typical Block diagram for a CNC control system.
CNC Machines.
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http://ebookbrowse.com/cnc-notes-pdf-d71106803

Machine tool. The machine tool could be one of the following: lathe, milling machine, laser,
plasma, coordinate measuring machine etc. It is employed a right‐hand coordinate system of
reference to describe the motions of a machine tool. There are three linear axes (x,y,z), three
rotational axes (i,j,k), and other axes such as tilt (θ) are possible. For example, a 5‐axis machine
implies any combination of x,y,z, i,j,k, and θ.

Figure 13. The right‐handed Cartesian coordinate system and its application to some common
machines.
Computer-Aided Manufacturing.
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/cnc-classnotes.pdf
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Part program. The part program is a detailed set of commands to be followed by the machine
tool. Each command specifies a position in the Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) or motion
(workpiece travel or cutting tool travel), machining parameters and on/off function. Part
programmers should be well versed with machine tools, machining processes, effects of
process variables, and limitations of CNC controls. The part program is written manually or by
using computer‐assisted language such as CAD systems.
In a fast explanation about how to realize the manual programming, we can distingue four
steps: First, the machining parameters are determined. Second, the optimal sequence of
operations is evaluated. Third, the tool path is calculated. Fourth, a program is written. Each
line of the program, referred to as a block, contains the required data for transfer from one
point to the next.
A typical line for a program is given below.
N100 G91 X ‐5 .0 Y7 .0 F100 S200 T01 M03 (EOB)
Where the meaning of each term is:


Sequence number (N) identifies the specific machining operation.



Preparatory function (G) prepares the MCU circuits to perform a specific operation
(see Table 1 and Annex 1).



Dimension words:
1. Distance dimension words X, Y, Z.
2. Circular dimension words I, J, K for distances to the arc center
3. Angular dimensions A, B, C.
While (1) and (3) are expressed either by incremental or absolute mode, (2) is
always in given in incremental mode. All angular dimensions are specified in
revolutions or degrees. In the above block, X moves a distance of 5 in. in the
negative direction while Y moves a distance of 7 in. in the positive direction. Other
axes remain stationary. In some systems, actual distances are used. In others, the
dimension words are programmed in BLUs.



Feedrate (F) is used in contouring or point‐to‐point or straight‐cut systems and is
independent of spindle speed. In linear motions, the feedrate of the cutting tool is not
corrected for the cutter radius. But in circular motions, the feedrate should be
corrected for the tool radius as follows:
F = [(part contour radius ± tool radius)/part contour radius] (required feedrate).
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For cutting around the outside of a circle, the plus sign in the above equation is
used, and the feedrate is increased. For cutting around the inside of a circle, the
minus sign is used, and the feedrate is decreased.


Spindle speed (S).



Toolword (T) identifies the tool to be used and this one is automatically selected by the
tool changer.



Miscellaneous function (M) relates to the movement of the machine in terms of
spindle On/Off, coolant On/Off, etc (see Table 2 and Annex 2).



EOB character is used at the end of each block to complete the line.

Table 1. Preparatory commands (G‐code).

Table 2. Miscellaneous commands (M‐code).

COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/CourseNotes/CNC%20notes.pdf

COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/CourseNotes/CNC%20notes.pdf

Machine Control Unit (MCU). The machine control unit (MCU) is a microcomputer that stores
the program and executes the commands into actions by the machine tool. The MCU consists
of two main units: the data processing unit (DPU) and the control loops unit (CLU). The DPU
software includes control system software, calculation algorithms, translation software that
converts the part program into a usable format for the MCU, interpolation algorithm to
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achieve smooth motion of the cutter, editing of part program (in case of errors and changes).
The DPU processes the data from the part program and provides it to the CLU which operates
the drives attached to the machine leadscrews and receives feedback signals on the actual
position and velocity of each one of the axes. A driver (dc motor) and a feedback device are
attached to the leadscrew. The CLU consists of the circuits for position and velocity control
loops, deceleration and backlash take up, function controls such as spindle on/off.
Regarding to the control system, CNC machines can be divided in Open Loop Control Systems
and Closed Loop Control Systems, both described below.


Open loop control systems.
The open‐loop control means that there is no feedback and uses stepping motors for
driving the leadscrew. A stepping motor is a device whose output shaft rotates through
a fixed angle in response to an input pulse (see Figure 14). The accuracy of the system
depends on the motor’s ability to step through the exact number. The frequency of the
stepping motor depends on the load torque. The higher the load torque, lower would
be the frequency. Excessive load torque may occur in motors due to the cutting forces
in machine tools. Hence this system is more suitable for cases where the tool force
does not exist (Example: laser cutting).

Figure 14. Open‐loop control system.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf

The stepping motor is driven by a series of electrical pulses generated by the MCU.
Each pulse causes the motor to rotate a fraction of one revolution. Knowing the pitch
of the leadscrew is also known the axial distance that can be used to achieve a
specified axial increment in a point to point system.



Closed loop control systems.
Closed‐loop NC systems are appropriate when there is a force resisting the movement
of the tool/workpiece. Milling and turning are typical examples. In these systems (see
Figure 15) the DC servomotors and feedback devices are used to ensure that the
desired position is achieved. The feedback sensor used is an optical encoder shown in
Figure 16. The encoder consists of a light source, a photo‐detector, and a disk
containing a series of slots. The encoder is connected to the leadscrew. As the screw
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turns, the slots cause the light to be seen by the photo‐detector as a series of flashes
which are converted into an equivalent series of electrical pulses which are then used
to characterize the position and the speed. The equations remain essentially the same
as open‐loop except that the angle between the slots in the disk is the step angle,
explained in the open‐loop control system. Both the input to the control loop and the
feedback signals are a sequence of pulses, each pulse representing a BLU* unit. The
two sequences are correlated by a comparator and gives a signal, by means of a
digital‐to‐analog converter, (a signal representing the position error), to operate the
drive motor (DC servomotor).

Figure 15. Closed‐loop control system.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf

Figure 16. Optical encoder, device and series of pulses emitted.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf

*Basic Length Unit (BLU unit): Each BLU unit corresponds to the position resolution of
the axis of motion. For example, 1 BLU = 0.0001” means that the axis will move
0.0001” for every one electrical pulse received by the motor. The BLU is also referred
to as Bit (binary digit).

According to the reference point in the coordinate system to situate the leadscrew position,
the control systems can be divided in Incremental systems and Absolute systems. In
incremental mode, the distance is measured from one point to the next. An absolute system is
one in which all the moving commands are referred from a reference point (zero point or
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origin). Both systems are incorporated in most CNC systems. For an inexperienced operator, it
is wise to use incremental mode.
The absolute system has two significant advantages over the incremental system:
1. Interruptions caused by, for example, tool breakage (or tool change, or checking the
parts), would not affect the position at the interruption. If a tool is to be replaced at
some stage, the operator manually moves the table, exchanges the tool, and has to
return the table to the beginning of the segment in which the interruption has
occurred. In the absolute mode, the tool is automatically returned to the position. In
incremental mode, it is almost impossible to bring it precisely to that location unless
you repeat the part program.
2. Easy change of dimensional data.

The incremental system has two advantages over the absolute system:
1. Inspection of the program is easier because the sum of position commands for each
axis must be zero. A nonzero sum indicates an error. Such an inspection is impossible
with the absolute system.
2. Mirror image programming (for example, symmetrical geometry of the parts) is simple
by changing the signs of the position commands.

CNC systems can also be differenced depending on the motion control system. In relation to
this, we can find Point‐to‐Point Systems, Straight Cut Continuous Path Systems and Contouring
Continuous Path Systems.


Point to Point Systems.
Point‐to‐point systems are those that move the tool or the workpiece from one point
to another and then the tool performs the required task. Upon completion, the tool (or
workpiece) moves to the next position and the cycle is repeated (see Figure 17). The
simplest example for this type of system is a drilling machine where the workpiece
moves. In this system, the feed rate and the path of the cutting tool (or workpiece)
have no significance on the machining process. The accuracy of positioning depends on
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the system’s resolution in terms of BLU (basic length unit) which is generally between
0.001” and 0.0001”.

Figure 17. Cutter path between holes in a point‐to‐point system.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf

The only way to achieve a contour machining with a point‐to‐point system is realizing
lineal movements trying to approach the contour to the wished one. All the
trajectories must be inside the tolerance zone, as shown in the Figure 18.

Figure 18. Contour task with a point‐to‐point system.
Computer-Aided Manufacturing.
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/cnc-classnotes.pdf
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Continuous Path Systems: Straight Cut and Contouring Continuous Systems.
These systems provide continuous path such that the tool can perform while the axes
are moving, enabling the system to generate angular surfaces, two‐dimensional
curves, or three‐dimensional contours. Example is a milling machine where such tasks
are accomplished (see Figure 19). Each axis might move continuously at a different
velocity. Velocity error is significant in affecting the positions of the cutter (Figure 5). It
is much more important in circular contour cutting where one axis follows sine
function while the other follows cosine function.

Figure 19. Continuous path cutting (left) and Position error caused by the velocity
error.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf

To achieve this continuous contour machining, both two‐dimensional and three‐dimensional,
is necessary in the machine control unit (MCU) the help of an interpolator. The input speed of
is converted into the velocity components by a linear, circular or parabolic interpolator whose
function is to provide the velocity signals to x and y directions (and z in three‐dimensional
contours), see Figure 20.

Figure 20. Types of interpolation: linear (left), approximation by incremental straight lines
(middle) and circular (right).
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf
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2.3.2. Finite Elements Methods (FEM):
The finite element method is a numerical analysis technique for obtaining approximate
solutions to a wide variety of engineering problems. Although originally developed to study
stresses in complex airframe structures, it has since been extended and applied to the broad
field of continuum mechanics.
In more and more engineering situations today, we realize that it is necessary to obtain
approximate numerical solutions to problems rather than closed‐form solutions. For example,
we may want to find the load capacity of a plate that has several stiffeners and odd‐shaped
holes, the concentration of pollutants during non‐uniform atmospheric conditions, or the rate
of fluid flow through a passage of arbitrary shape. Without too much effort, we can write
down the governing equations and boundary conditions for these problems, but we see
immediately that no simple analytical solution can be found. The difficulty in these three
examples lies in the fact that either the geometry or some other feature of the problem is
irregular or “arbitrary.” Analytical solutions to problems of this type seldom exist; yet these are
the kinds of problems that engineers are called upon to solve.
The resourcefulness of the analyst usually comes to the rescue and provides several
alternatives to overcome this dilemma. One possibility is to make simplifying assumptions to
ignore the difficulties and reduce the problem to one that can be handled. Sometimes this
procedure works; but, more often than not, it leads to serious inaccuracies or wrong answers.
Now that computers are widely available, a more viable alternative is to retain the
complexities of the problem and find an approximate numerical solution.
Several approximate numerical analysis methods have evolved over the years; a commonly
used method is the finite difference scheme. The familiar finite difference model of a problem
gives a pointwise approximation to the governing equations. This model (formed by writing
difference equations for an array of grid points) is improved as more points are used. With
finite difference techniques we can treat some fairly difficult problems; but, for example, when
we encounter irregular geometries or an unusual specification of boundary conditions, we find
that finite difference techniques become hard to use.
Unlike the finite difference method, which envisions the solution region as an array of grid
points, the finite element method envisions the solution region as built up of many small,
interconnected sub‐regions or elements. A finite element model of a problem gives a
piecewise approximation to the governing equations. The basic premise of the finite element
method is that a solution region can be analytically modeled or approximated by replacing it
with an assemblage of discrete elements. Since these elements can be put together in a variety
of ways, they can be used to represent exceedingly complex shapes. As an example of how a
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finite difference model and a finite element model might be used to represent a complex
geometrical shape, consider the turbine blade cross section in Figure 21. For this device we
may want to find the distribution of displacements and stresses for a given force loading or the
distribution of temperature for a given thermal loading. The interior coolant passage of the
blade, along with its exterior shape, gives it a non‐simple geometry.
A uniform finite difference mesh would reasonably cover the blade (the solution region), but
the boundaries must be approximated by a series of horizontal and vertical lines (or “stair
steps”). On the other hand, the finite element model (using the simplest two‐dimensional
element: the triangle) gives a better approximation to the region, as shown in Figure 21. Also,
a better approximation to the boundary shape results because the curved boundary is
represented by straight lines of any inclination. This example is not intended to suggest that
finite element models are decidedly better than finite difference models for all problems. The
only purpose of the example is to demonstrate that the finite element method is particularly
well suited for problems with complex geometries.

Figure 21. Finite differences (a) and finite elements (b) discretizations of a turbine blade
profile.
Huebner, Kenneth H. (2001).

In a continuum problem (a body of matter (solid, liquid, or gas) or simply a region of space in
which a particular phenomenon is occurring)of any dimension the field variable (whether it is
pressure, temperature, displacement, stress, or some other quantity) possesses infinitely many
values because it is a function of each generic point in the body or solution region.
Consequently, the problem is one with an infinite number of unknowns. The finite element
discretization procedures reduce the problem to one of a finite number of unknowns by
dividing the solution region into elements and by expressing the unknown field variable in
terms of assumed approximating functions within each element.
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The solution of a continuum problem by the finite element method always follows an orderly
step‐by‐step process. To summarize in general terms how the finite element method works we
the steps are listed below:
1. Discretize the Continuum:
to divide the continuum or solution region into elements. A variety of element shapes
may be used, and different element shapes may be employed in the same solution
region.
2. Select interpolation function:
to assign nodes to each element and then choose the interpolation function to
represent the variation of the field variable over the element. The field variable may
be a scalar, a vector, or a higher‐order tensor. Often, polynomials are selected as
interpolation functions for the field variable because they are easy to integrate and
differentiate.
3. Find the element properties:
to determine the matrix equations expressing the properties of the individual
elements. For this task we may use direct approach, variational approach, or weighted
residuals approach.
4. Assemble the element properties to obtain the system equations:
to combine the matrix equations expressing the behavior of the elements and form
the matrix equations expressing the behavior of the entire system.
5. Impose the boundary conditions:
to modified the system equations to account for the boundary conditions of the
problem. At this stage we impose known nodal values of the dependent variables or
nodal loads.
6. Solve the system equations:
to obtain the unknown nodal values of the problem. If the problem describes steady or
equilibrium behavior, then we must solve a set of linear or nonlinear algebraic
equations. If the problem is unsteady, the nodal unknowns are a function of time, and
we must solve a set of linear or nonlinear ordinary differential equations.
7. Make additional computations if desired:
to use the solution of the system equations to calculate other important parameters.
For example, in a structural problem the nodal unknowns are displacement
components. From these displacements we calculate element strains and stresses.
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Similarly, in a heat‐conduction problem the nodal unknowns are temperatures, and
from these we calculate element heat fluxes.

Nowadays there are hundreds of commercial software packages to choose from. A small
number of these dominate the market. It is difficult to make comparisons purely on a finite
element basis, because the software houses are often diversified. Data from Daratech suggest
that the companies listed in Table 3 are dominant providers of general‐purpose finite element
software. Choice among these, or other providers, involves a complex set of criteria, usually
including: analysis versatility, ease of use, efficiency, cost, technical support, training, and even
the labor pool locally available to use particular software. In contrast to the early days, we can
now use computer‐aided design (CAD) software or solid modelers to generate complex
geometries, at either the component or assembly level. We can (with some restrictions)
automatically generate elements and nodes, by merely indicating the desired nodal density.
Software is available that works in conjunction with finite elements to generate structures of
optimum topology, shape, or size. Nonlinear analyses including contact, large deflection, and
nonlinear material behavior are routinely addressed.

Table 3. Leading commercial Finite Elements software companies.
Huebner, Kenneth H. (2001).

Although the finite element method can be used to solve a very large number of complex
problems, there are still some practical engineering problems that are difficult to address
because we lack an adequate theory of failure, or because we lack appropriate material data.
This is not a finite element problem per se, but is of serious concern to any engineer who
wants to supplant testing with analysis. The use of analysis usually permits faster design
turnaround, the exploration of widely varying environments, and the use of optimization tools.
Furthermore, analysis is usually significantly cheaper than building prototypes and testing
them. The mechanical and thermal properties of many nonmetallic materials are difficult to
acquire, especially over a range of temperatures. Fatigue data is often lacking. Fatigue failure
theory often lags our ability to calculate changing complex stress states. Data on friction is
often difficult to obtain. Calculations based on the assumption of Coulomb friction are often
unrealistic. All those last problems are very important in the manufacturing techniques, so an
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improvement of them would have great repercussions in the employment and accuracy of
FEM in manufacturing.

2.3.2.1. Examples of FEM employment in manufacturing:
• ROLLING OF THICK PLATES:
Hot rolling is a basic manufacturing technique that is used to transform preformed shapes into
forms that are suitable for further processing. Important aspects of the manufacturing
operation are elongation and spread of the material during the rolling process.
Friction plays a key role in the simulations since it provides the mechanism by which the plate
is pulled through a roller. When a point on the surface of the plate has just made contact with
a roller, the roller surface is moving faster than the point on the workpiece, and there is
relative slip between the two surfaces. As the point on the plate is drawn into the process zone
under the roller, it moves faster and, after a certain distance, sticks to the roller. As the point
on the workpiece is pushed out of the process zone, it speeds up and moves faster than the
roller, causing slip in the opposite direction before separation takes place.

•

Single‐roller operation:

•

Two‐roller operation:

For the single roller isothermal simulation,

For the two‐roller simulation, a course

a refined mesh is employed, as shown in

mesh is used, including adiabatic heating

Figure 22 bellow.

due to plastic work, see Figure 23.

Figure 22. Contours of plastic strain.

Figure 23. Contours of Von Misses stress.

Introduction to Finite Element Method.
Ziaei-Rad, S.

Introduction to Finite Element Method.
Ziaei-Rad, S.
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• HIDROFORMING OF A SQUARE BOX:
Hydroforming of sheet metal components is widely used in several industries. While numerous
variations of hydroforming exist, the basic principle remains the same: utilize fluid pressure to
form a component. The Figure 24 bellow shows the typical configuration before and after the
forming.

Figure 24. Typical hydroforming configuration (left) and Forming part (right).
Introduction to Finite Element Method.
Ziaei-Rad, S.

A critical parameter in hydroforming is the chamber pressure magnitude, which typically varies
as a function of punch displacement. Excessive pressure may lead to tearing of the blank, while
insufficient pressure may result in wrinkling.
Hydroforming specifications rely heavily on the intuition and experience of design engineers.
Iterative cut‐and‐try development cycles are costly and time‐consuming. As demonstrated by
the square box hydroforming problems described here, use of an explicit FE is an accurate and
efficient simulation tool that reduces time and costs associated with physical cut‐and‐try
methods.
To suppress wrinkling of the box, a rigid draw cap is added to the model. In Figure 25 are
shown the configuration without and with the draw cap (shown in orange), left and right
respectively. For modeling purposes only the surfaces of the draw cap that contact the blank
are required.
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Figure 25. Initial configuration without the draw cap (left) and with the draw cap (right).
Introduction to Finite Element Method.
Ziaei-Rad, S.

In the Figure 26 and Figure 27 bellow, we can appreciate the differences of using the draw cap
or not avoiding a costly and time‐consuming physical cut‐and‐try method.

Figure 26. Final configuration of the box,

Figure 27. Contours of wall thickness,

without (left) and with draw cap (right).

without (left) and with draw cap (right).

Introduction to Finite Element Method.
Ziaei-Rad, S.

Introduction to Finite Element Method.
Ziaei-Rad, S.

• SIMULATION TOOL FOR PRODUCT AND MANUFACTURING PROCESS DESIGN:

The product development of an innovative new concept to mount two fixed bearings in an
automotive gearbox was supported by Finite Element Analysis (FEA). This concept offers a
simple to manufacture solution to fix the steel components in the magnesium alloy gearbox
(exposed to varying temperatures). With FEM were optimized the next design parameters:
•

Bearing ovality due to the press fit between bearing outer ring and the carrier.

•

Bearing ovality due to the press fit between the carrier and the housing.

•

The number of bolts used to lock the carrier axially.

•

The way the outer ring is axially locked in the carrier.
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With these improvements we past from large axial displacements at the bottom right of the
sheet metal with the five bolts fixing to reduced axial displacements at the bottom right of the
carrier with the six bolts fixing, as shown in Figure 28, left and right respectively.

Figure 28. 5 bolts (left) and 6 bolts (right) used to fix the carrier in the housing.
Simulation Tool for Product and Manufacturing Process Design.
http://www.skf.com/files/056045.pdf

Those optimizations were traduced in benefits for the customer: cost saving in the gearbox
assembly process and reducing of number of test with the virtual prototyping.

2.3.3. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD):
This technology within Computer Aided Engineering is a branch of fluid mechanics that
uses numerical methods and algorithms to solve and analyze problems that involve fluid flows.
Computers are used to perform the calculations required to simulate the interaction of liquids
and gases with surfaces defined by boundary conditions. With high‐speed supercomputers,
better solutions can be achieved. Ongoing research, however, yields software that improves
the accuracy and speed of complex simulation scenarios such as transonic or turbulent flows.
Initial validation of such software is performed using a wind tunnel with the final validation
coming in flight tests.
The fundamental bases of almost all CFD problems are the Navier–Stokes equations, which
define any single‐phase fluid flow. These equations can be simplified by removing terms
describing viscosity to yield the Euler equations. Further simplification, by removing terms
describing vorticity yields the full potential equations. Finally, these equations can be
linearized to yield the linearized potential equations.
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Historically, methods were first developed to solve the Linearized Potential equations. Two‐
dimensional methods, using conformal transformations of the flow about a cylinder to the
flow about an airfoil were developed in the 1930s. The computer power available paced
development of three‐dimensional methods. Nowadays, with the every time more powered
computational resources, the three‐dimensional methods or Direct Numerical Simulations
(DNS) are getting a great importance to simulate in a very realistic way the processes in fluids.

According to the methodology, in all of the approaches the same basic procedure is the
following:
During pre‐processing:
•

The geometry (physical bounds) of the problem is defined.

•

The volume occupied by the fluid is divided into discrete cells (the mesh). The
mesh may be uniform or non uniform.

•

The physical modeling is defined. For instance, A definition of the equations of
motions, enthalpy, radiation and species conservation.

•

Boundary conditions are defined. This involves specifying the fluid behavior
and properties at the boundaries of the problem. For transient problems, the
initial conditions are also defined.

The simulation is started and the equations are solved iteratively as a steady‐state or
transient.
Finally, a postprocessor is used for the analysis and visualization of the resulting solution.

The stability of the chosen discretization is generally established numerically rather than
analytically as with simple linear problems. Special care must also be taken to ensure that the
discretization handles discontinuous solutions gracefully. The Euler equations and Navier–
Stokes equations both admit shocks, and contact surfaces.
Some of the discretization methods being used are Finite Volume Method (FVM), Finite
Element Method (FEM) (Although FEM must be carefully formulated to be conservative, it is
much more stable than the finite volume approach) and Finite Difference Method (FDM)
(simple to program but currently only used in few specialized codes).
An example of Computational Fluid Dynamics in manufacturing is the Racing prototyping and
manufacturing in Formula 1. Established F1 teams, such as McLaren and Ferrari, use a
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combination of CFD simulation and real‐world wind tunnel testing. However, wind tunnels are
very expensive to build and run, even compared to the most high‐end CFD software.

2.4.

COMPUTER AIDED PRODUCTION PLANNING (CAP):

Also known as Computer‐Aided Process Planning, it is commonly used by manufacturing
engineers, CAP can be used to develop a product manufacturing plan based on projected
variables such as cost, lead times, equipment availability, production volumes, potential
material substitution routings and testing requirements.
The process‐planning problem comes out as a rigid hierarchical structure of tasks where the
lowest levels are well‐defined tasks, such as determination of machine and cutting parameters,
while the top levels control, coordinate and manage the entire system. Such a top‐down
manner of coordination makes it a tightly coupled distributed decision‐making situation. The
complexity of CIM systems with hierarchical structures grows rapidly with the size of the
system, making them very expensive. Also, assimilating a large array of knowledge sources to
plan the activities is a major hurdle.
The manufacturing firms try to automate the task of process planning. To make this possible
CAP systems are necessary to avoid the great limitations the manual process planning means.
These limitations are referred to the personal experience and the knowledge of production
facilities, equipment, capability, processes and tools. Manual process planning is also slow,
both in creation and modification. CAP Model doesn’t make unnecessary the knowledge and
the inclusion of a lot of factor the production is susceptible to, but they can be comfortably
stored and employed from a data base of all the variables the system can depend on. This way,
the CAP Model is the part of intelligence essential to carry out the manufacturing (see Figure
29).
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Figure 29. CAP Model blocks diagram.
Computer Aided Process Planning
Pandey, Pulak M.

Some of the benefits CAP offers instead of human planning are:


Process rationalization and standardization.



Increased productivity of process planners.



Reduced lead time for process planning.



Improved legibility.



Incorporation of other application programs.

CAP is strongly dependent on CAM, every planning must by the product of the possibilities the
available staff is able to cede. Undoubtedly, the planning is also oriented to obtain the product
defined in CAD. This way, CAP is the link between CAD and CAM in that it provides for the
planning of the process to be used in producing a designed part, forming part of CAD/CAM
systems.

2.5.

COMPUTER AIDED QUALITY CONTROL (CAQ):

To a manufacturing enterprise quality is the powerful strategic weapon in the competition for
market and profit, and it is also the key of enterprise’s survival and benefit.
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CAQ system can effectively collect, store, analyze and evaluate information and data about
quality that exist in the whole enterprise’s produce and management, incorporate and control
quality activity, effectively utilize all sorts of resources, effectively supervise, manage and
guarantee products quality and work quality.
The whole aim of CAQ system contains two aspects, one is to satisfy the product quality
demands of market and client, another one is to best realize these quality demands in real
design, development and produce. For this, CAQ should be a quality control system covering
produce, economical activity and including market research, product’s design and
development, manufacture, assembly, examination and the technological service (see Figure
30, bellow).

Figure 30. Integrated model graph of CAQ system.
Computer Aided Quality Control System for Manufacturing Process
Xiaolin Zheng and Deren Chen
Department of Computer Science & Technology Zhejiang University Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China.

Quality function in manufacturing process can be divided into two parts: technical quality
function and produce quality function. Technical quality function belongs to preparation work
before produce, providing the qualification for guarantee manufacture quality. Produce quality
function focus on working procedure and product quality in a series of working procedures’
implementation.
Working procedure is the main part of manufacturing process, and is the basic unit of produce
process. Because products can be made successfully after machining of all kinds of working
procedure, the quality of working procedure decides the quality of products. Working
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procedure control is the most common and used management in produce locale (see Figure
31). It mainly includes the following steps:
•

Establish the quality plan of working procedure.

•

Enforcement the quality control of working procedure.

•

Management of quality information of working procedure.

Figure 31. Quality control for working procedure.
Zheng, Xiaolin and Chen, Deren (2004).

For instance, according to the standard of ISO9001 and some user requirement supposed for
the example, the functional model of a CAQ system is constructed and represented in Figure
32. The functional model includes three main functions namely establishing the quality plan,
enforcing the quality control and managing the quality information. According to quality aim,
quality norm and quality demands of product machining, the CAQ system research on
parameters about spot machining ability, quality level and so on, establish quality control plan
oriented to working procedure. The system implements preservative quality control to the
main parameters which will affect machining quality in key working procedure, make sure that
all the machining working procedure are under control, assemble, analyze and manage
enterprise's inputs the important quality data and information during machining process. And
this will provide reference to similar parts' machining quality control, artifact's design and
enterprise's general quality aim. This function takes full consideration of enterprise's quality
management, working flow of quality control and rationality of software development and
application.
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Figure 32. IDEF graph of the Functional Model of CAQ system for manufacturing process.
Zheng, Xiaolin and Chen, Deren (2004).
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3. INTELIGENT MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

In the manufacturing sector a lot of changes currently and for the next years are being done.
Customers participate increasingly in the production processes through the imposition of
personal specifications and exigency for products with higher quality and lower sized batches
and smaller delivery times. Classical systems are no longer appropriate since they are
characterized by high volume and low variety of production, low flexibility and high
replacements costs. To increase the competitiveness, the enterprises should reduce batches
sizes, product‐life cycles, delivery times and increase the product variety to answer to the
consumers wills. This would make a drastic decrease of the efficiency of a classical production
system. For these reasons it is important to transform actual production systems to systems
more flexible and seamlessly reconfigurable to respond the product changes and with more
robustness according to disturbances to maximize the total use of the manufacturing
resources. Production systems with evolvable characteristics like modularity, standardization
of electric and mechanic interfaces or open control structures that allow “plug and work” are
essential to answer the needs of this new reality. The traditional computer integrated
manufacturing (CIM) is a concept created to deal with this new challenges, including lack of
flexibility and integration. It is a concept that typically involves not only the aspects related
with the production activities but also sales, stocks and personal administration.
In CIM systems, all of the processes and activities are controlled in a hierarchy of computer
systems and the information that circulates is exclusively in the digital form. However the
planning and scheduling of tasks are centralized, the production is almost sequential. A CIM
system implicates high investments, long lead times and complex structures that can take us to
the generation of rigid systems. Loss of flexibility and reconfiguration capabilities in dynamic
environments are some of the aspects that put problems to the progress of enterprises and a
small change always means new and high costs.
Many concepts have been proposed to solve the problems of quick changes in producing new
products with new specifications. Fractal, bionic and holonic manufacturing are three concepts
frequently referred and studied as the new generation of manufacturing systems. This
generation of manufacturing systems should have capabilities of flexibility, adaptability,
intelligence, etc.
The control system of Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) will be distributed, and new
intelligent embedded devices, information and communication concepts are emerging as new
technologies that can be implemented.
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The American Committee on Visionary Manufacturing Challenges established 10 strategic
technology areas as the most important for meeting the grand challenges. Some of these
technology areas are listed below:
• adaptability, integrated equipment, processes, and systems that can be readily
reconfigured;
• processes that minimize waste and energy consumption;
• system synthesis, modeling, and simulation for all manufacturing operations;
• technologies to convert information into knowledge for effective decision making;
• product and process design methods that address a broad range of product
requirements;
• software for intelligent collaboration systems.

To have a flexible and robust manufacturing system an intelligent control system is necessary,
which makes an efficient use of the flexibility and also an agent‐based software, the
technology able to deal with the control and supervision of intelligent mechatronics
components. The use of multi‐agent based software in operation and control of distributed
systems can offer distributed intelligent control functions and cover the mechatronic and
production specifications.
Many and new mechatronics (e.g. intelligent sensors and actuators) are appearing at the
markets with functionalities that promise good results in the integration on IMS. However,
agent‐based control strategies are yet emerging and are crucial for the distributed control
needed in future manufacturing systems (described later). Agent‐based approaches offer many
advantages for distributed manufacturing process planning and scheduling systems like
modularity, reconfigurability, scalability, robustness and fault recovery. The manufacturing
systems reliability and flexibility will depend fundamentally on the reliability and flexibility of
the embedded control system.
In order to understand the construction of an IMS a review of its underlying principles are
presented below, namely, the concepts of the fractal, bionic and holonic manufacturing
systems; the concept of software agent and the importance of the multi‐agent system (MAS);
and the importance of services‐oriented architecture (SOA) and web services (WS) in the
creation of the future intelligent devices present in future IMS. In order to show a general idea
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of the complexity of the future manufacturing systems, explaining some concepts and
definitions accepted by scientific community is helpful.
Some experts in the matter expose only Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMS) inside
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems, being that because are the only systems which are really
performing a current roll in the industry. Both Fractal and Bionic Manufacturing Systems (FMS
and BMS) are, up to the date, just ideas and proposal to be developed for real industrial
applications. Hence, HMS will be explained as an IMS and HMS and BMS as new approaches,
later in this paper.

3.1.

SOFTWARE AGENTS:

For the comprehension of the organizational models mentioned above and described below is
necessary to introduce the term of agent. From a distributed manufacturing system’s (DMS)
point of view and according to Silva, Leitão and Colombo, an agent is a software entity with the
next main characteristics:
• is autonomous;
• can represent physical resources (e.g. robots);
• can represent logical objects (e.g. schedulers, orders);
• has intelligence to make own decisions and act in order to achieve its goals (process
planning, scheduling, etc);
• has the capability to interact with other agents (also with humans) and cooperate if it
doesn’t possess knowledge and skills to reach alone its objectives;
• can interact in the environment where is inserted (e.g. production environment)
feeling and changing it based on the knowledge that it contains;
• reacts to context incentives and defines actuation plans based on his knowledge;
• can decide if it accepts or rejects a service requested by other agent, based on its
knowledge and skills.
• has capacity to acquire and to memorize new knowledge.

There are several dimensions to classify existing software agents can be used, in agreement
with their characteristics. An agent can move around the environment where it is inserted
(some network) or be caught to some resource (e.g. a machine). Therefore an agent can be
classified by its mobility: static or mobile agents. An agent can possess an internal reasoning
model and autonomously make his own decisions (or negotiate with others agents to achieve
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the goals) or it cannot possess an internal reasoning model and can only react to external
stimulus from other agents or from the environment. Then, agents can be classified as
deliberative or reactive. Information or internet agents control and administer the high flows
of information in area networks (e.g. internet). Hybrid agents combine two or more agent
characteristics in a single agent. Agents can by also classified by three minimal characteristics
that they should exhibit: autonomy, learning and cooperation. Using these three minimal
characteristics four types of agents are identifies: collaborative agents, collaborative learning
agents, interface agents and smart agents (see Figure 33). However, these distinctions are not
definitive with an example: “with collaborative agents, there is more emphasis on cooperation
and autonomy than on learning; hence, it doesn’t imply that collaborative agents never learn.
Likewise, for interface agents, there is more emphasis on autonomy and learning than on
cooperation”. Finally, the Collaborative, Interface, Mobile, Information/Internet, Reactive,
Hybrid and Smart agents can be identified as the seven main types of agents (with some
degree of arbitrary) as the most investigated.

Figure 33. A part view of an agent typology.
Nwana, H. (1996).

Some own basic features and between entities in DMS organizational models, such as
autonomy, cooperation, flexibility, adaptability, intelligence…, are fundamental to create
evolvable systems with autonomous agents working together. Many and different
autonomous agents compose a Multi‐Agent System (MAS) due to achieve the capacity of
reaching the overall goals of the system, by cooperative or conventional decision making (see
Figure 34, below).
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Figure 34. Conventional (a) and cooperative (b) decision making.
Marík, V. and McFarlane, D., (2005).

In a MAS, the agents can have two different approaches: functional decomposition (functional
modules shared a big amount of variables between them, such as order acquisition, process
planning and scheduling, material handing…) or physical decomposition (to represent the
physical world, such as workers, machines, tools, operations…, that can means a huge amount
of agents).
A MAS offers many advantages in a DMS implementation, however to be practicable the
implementation, a good architecture for the MAS organization and agent encapsulation is
needed, and it is necessary a correct choice of the protocols for communication, cooperation
and negotiation, achieved by using standards that allow the interaction between agents, for
example from different vendors.

3.2.

NETWORK NEEDS:

The current manufacturing systems are composed by specialized devices coupled using closed
nets (proprietary networks). Central systems coordinate communications and actions between
the individual devices in a hierarchical mode.
In a simple representation of a current industrial application the activation of several actuators
in function of the signals sent by sensors needs intermediate devices like a programmable logic
controller (PLC) to scan the state of all sensors and to activate the actuators. In the future,
intermediate devices like PLC’s won’t be necessary (can be used for monitoring) because the
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intelligent sensors and actuators can be linked in direct, asynchronous or real‐time
communication mode over the network where are inserted.
Internet technology is a promising way to interconnect intelligent electronic devices. It is
cheap and is gradually increasing. At lower ISO communication layers, the Ethernet is actually
replacing traditional fieldbus networks, and every day the wired and wireless local area
networks (LAN and WLAN) have more followers. For instance, the emergency of wireless had a
strong impact over industrial communication architectures. It is really convenient to connect
devices to the network, without the use of wires. Using wireless, tasks like re‐cabling or
installing a new device on an automation system can be made much more efficiently. For
instance, when there are mobility requirements of a given device, wireless provide a good
alternative to the use of sliding contacts.
The SIRENA project (Service Infrastructure for Real‐Time Embedded Networked Applications) is
an European research and advanced development project with the target of developing
distributed applications in diverse real‐time embedded computing environments (e.g.
industrial or home automation). The SIRENA vision, represented in Figure 35, intends to
change the traditional master‐slave architectures and substitute for new forms of device
networking (intelligent devices). The SIRENA framework is based in the services‐oriented
architecture (SOA) and the web services (WS) technology. The WS technology is a central point
of the implementation of SOA for building autonomous and interoperable systems, and at the
same time, the Extensible Markup Language (XML) can be used by the WS as a form of
standardize data formats.

Figure 35. Subsystem made up two SIRENA‐enable devices.
Jammes, François and Smit, Harm (2005).
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3.3.

ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS:

As a control model for implementing CIM systems, hierarchical decomposition of shop floor
activities has been commonly used in the shop floor control system (SFCS), the central part of a
CIM system. Generally, a central database provides a global view of the overall system, and
controllers generate schedules and execute them. Hierarchical control is easy to understand
and is less redundant than other two distributed control architectures such as heterarchical
control. However, it has a crucial weak point, which is that a small change in one level may
significantly and adversely affect the other levels in the hierarchy. Therefore, it is normally said
that hierarchical control of CIM systems is much more suitable for production in a steady
environment than in a dynamically changing environment because it is so difficult to apply
control hierarchy changes immediately to the equipment. Furthermore, it is difficult to meet
dynamically changing customer requirements because the hierarchical control architecture is
not flexible enough to handle the reconfiguration of the shop. Therefore, the manufacturing
system of the future should be flexible, highly reconfigurable, and easily adaptable to the
dynamic environment. Furthermore, it should be an intelligent, autonomous, and distributed
system composed of independent functional modules. To cope with these requirements, as
commented above, new manufacturing paradigms such as a bionic manufacturing system
(BMS), a holonic manufacturing system (HMS) and a fractal manufacturing system (FMS) have
been proposed.

Figure 36. Paradigms of manufacturing control.
Quintero Henano, Luis Fernando (2007).
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As summary, those different distributed manufacturing system (DMS) concepts are conceived
to cope with the growing costumers demands. They have the ability to answer quickly and
correctly to changes of the environment, and they differ from conventional approaches
because they can adapt to changes without external interventions.

3.3.1. HOLONIC MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS (HMS):
The holonic manufacturing theory grew from concepts developed by the philosopher Arthur
Koestler when trying to define the hybrid nature of the structures of living organisms and
social groups. He proposed the term holon based on the Greek word holos (whole) and the
suffix on (part).
As an initial step, the HMS Consortium created under the IMS Program (generated
internationally in order to study and develop the next generation of manufacturing and
processing technologies), and developed a glossary with definitions for several concepts below
presented:
• Holon: An autonomous and cooperative building block of a manufacturing system for
transforming, transporting, storing and/or validating information and physical objects. The
holon consists of an information processing part and often a physical processing part. A holon
can be part of another holon.
• Autonomy: The capability of an entity to create and control the execution of its own plans
and/or strategies.
• Cooperation: A process whereby a set of entities develops mutually acceptable plans and
executes these plans.
• Holarchy: A system of holons that can cooperate to achieve a goal or target. The holarchy
defines the basic rules for cooperation between the holons.
• HMS: A holarchy that integrates the entire range of manufacturing activities from order
booking through design, production, and marketing to realize the agile manufacturing
enterprise.
• Holonic attributes: The minimum set is autonomy and cooperativeness.
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The center of the HMS theory it is the holon concept. A holon is a whole because it is
constituted by subunits (other holons) and at the same time it is a subunit from a larger system
(other holon). The whole/part opposing properties are reflected in the autonomous and
cooperation attributes of the holons. In other words, any unit in a system or organization is
made of by basic units (e.g. a biological organ is constituted by cells) and at the same time
each one is a part from a whole (e.g. an organ as part of a body), for an illustrative clarification
see Figure 37, below. The target of this structure is achieving the advantages a holonic
organization provides to the organisms and societies, in the manufacturing systems.

Figure 37. Holonic part or whole.
A. Tharumarajah, A. j. Wells and L. Nemes, (1996).
.

Another concept that is relevant is the holarchy notion. A holarchy is a system of holons
located in the entire system goals, as shown in Figure 38. The holons autonomy and the level
of cooperation is governed by strategies and fixed rules inside the holarchy. Moreover, a holon
can be part of several holarchies and himself is a holarchy. Finally, a HMS is a holarchy that
integrates the entire range of manufacturing activities, so an IMS of the Intelligent Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (I‐CIM).

Figure 38. Holonic System.
Tharumarajah, A.; Wells, A. j.; and Nemes, L. (1998).
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The HMS concept combines the best features of hierarchical (“top down”) and heterarchical
(“bottom up”, “cooperative”) organizational structures as the situation dictates, as can be
appreciated in Figure 36, represented in the IMS introduction above. This concept can
preserve the stability of a hierarchy while providing the dynamic flexibility of heterarchies.
The components of this kind of manufacturing systems are, obviously, the holons. The issue is
to identify them. All the researchers lately coincided in including product holons and resource
holons, as local holons, and managing holons. This way, the holonic structure is treated as a
product/resource system, according to a fundamental requirement of the information
systems, for the manufacturing management.
No matters the kind of holon, each one realizes two basic functions, the operations sequencing
and the control in execution time. The managing holons attempt to obtain a tasks optimal
sequence, to send the suitable instructions to the different local holons. This process implies a
pro‐active behavior of the system ant is the most appropriate when no perturbation exists.
Against unexpected happenings, the managing holon needs quite a long time to obtain a new
sequence. If a fast reaction is expected, a local holon must be the employed, through its
sequencer, to search for a solution according to its local criteria. This is a reactive behavior.
Regarding to this scheme, the system is pro‐active and reactive, as one of the main
requirements of an IMS. Furthermore, the system is governed by a hierarchical focusing when
the managing holon plans and heterarchical in any other case, what means the decision power
is distributed among different holons, depending on the circumstances.
If, as described above, the decision powered holon changes, the relationships between holons
are modified while the system is working. Against no disturbances, the local holons work
following the managing holon instructions. When unexpected happenings, the local holons
take the decision cooperatively between them, ignoring the managing holon wills. Ergo the
relationships between holons are flexible and the system is self‐managed.
Feasible applications of Holonic Manufacturing concepts have been tested for machining,
assembling, transport and continuous manufacturing. For example, operational aspects of the
concept are explored to schedule a set of holons in an environment of production cells and
robots having distributed control. Application to realize a flexible and reconfigurable robotic
system is proposed. A fixed holon is proposed as an intelligent object to clamp parts for
machining.
The range of promising applications of Holonic Manufacturing transcends the traditional views
of restricting autonomous operations to machines, cells or other geographically located units
and humans. In fact, a holon (according to the definition) can be purely informational (e.g. a
process plan) or they can be physical objects that are endowed with additional information
processing capabilities (e.g. machines). In some sense, holons of HMS are similar to the
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modelons of BMS, described in the next point. But, holons and their organization into
holarchies exhibit whole‐part relations in contrast to the layered representation of BMS.

3.3.1.1. Examples of HMS:
As a review of the State of the Art, some examples of holonic systems are exposed below.
•

ADACOR:
A holonic architecture for agile and adaptive manufacturing control.
Designed by Pinto Leitão, Paulo Jorge. 2005. Portugal.
ADACOR is one of the holonic architectures which defines a system of autonomous
and intelligent holons, which point at improving the production control system
performance, characterized by unexpected disturbances often appearance.
The architecture ADACOR joins up the manufacturing holons in the classes: task (TH),
product (ProdH), operational (OpH) and supervisor (SupH), schematized in Figure 39,
below.

Figure 39. ADACOR holonic manufacturing system scheme.
Quintero Henano, Luis Fernando (2007).
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ADACOR’s fortresses:
-

Implementation of tools for validate, verify and evaluate the structure and behavior
specifications of the control system.

-

Implementation of supervising control functions.

-

Implementation of high level tools for the dynamic of control specifications and
design.

ADACOR’s weaknesses:
-

No evaluation of the agents’ behavior for the effective representation of HMS
environments characteristics.

-

No realization of a benchmark against other architectures for the validate the system
performance.

•

PROSA:
Product‐Resource‐Order‐Staff Architecture‐Architecture for holonic manufacturing
systems.
Wyns, Jo. 1998. The Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. Belgium.
PROSA is a holonic architecture of reference developed by Production Engineering,
Machine Design and Automation (PMA)‐KULeuven, for manufacturing systems.
PROSA architecture is based in the autonomous and cooperatives agents (holons)
concept. It joins up three kinds of basic holons: order (O), product (P) and resource (R),
schematized in Figure 40, below.
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Figure 40. PROSA holonic manufacturing system scheme.
Quintero Henano, Luis Fernando (2007).

PROSA’s fortresses:
-

Development of a benchmark with a prototype plant, in which the impact in the
system performance, under this control architecture, is shown.

-

The control system is based on an agents system, which are responsible of achieving
the control goals.

-

Generic reference architecture for the design of product control systems.

PROSA’s weaknesses:
-

No existence of tools for validate and verify the control system robustness and it
satisfies a controller requirements for a manufacturing system.

•

ANEMOMA:
Multi‐Agent methodology for Holonic Manufacturing Systems.
Giret. B., Adriana. 2005. Spain.
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ANEMOMA presents a methodology for the holonic manufacturing systems
development. It shows how the multi‐agent technology is suitable for the HMS
developmente due to the similitude of both approaches and furthermore, because the
multi‐agent technology has been employed successfully as an implementation tool in
applications in the HMS area.

ANEMOMA’s fortresses:
-

Definition of a HMS modeling requirements list. [Giret and Vicente, 2004].

-

Comparative research of development methodologies comparative grade in three
areas: HMS, Enterprise modeling and SMA methodologies.

ANEMOMA’s weaknesses:
-

No possibility of own control systems specifications evaluation, because ANEMOMA is
a fully HMS modeling with agents methodology.

•

Holonic‐based Control System for Automated Material Handling Systems:
Babiceanu, Radu Florin. 2005. EE.UU.
Suggestion of an innovative solution for real time control of manufacturing resources
working in dynamic environments.
Propose of an architecture which can be implemented for the task assignation and the
programming of every necessary activity to be developed in a manufacturing system.
The holonic architecture designed specifies the new manufacturing systems
requirements, including: real time scheduling, failure tolerances, hardware
reconfiguring and learning capacity.

[Holonic based Control System for Automated Material Handling Systems]’s fortresses:
-

Permission of easy additions or removals of resources to and from the system during
the operation.
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-

The making up entities of the architecture own the learning capacity, coming up from
the real time operation of the system.

[Holonic based Control System for Automated Material Handling Systems]’s weaknesses:
-

The manufacturing control is approached to the plant layer control, ergo no high level
control exists.

3.3.2. NEW APPROACHES IN IMS:
Those two concepts introduced before, both Fractal and Bionic Manufacturing Systems,
although having had at least twenty years since their conception, are not employed still as
current industrial systems. They suppose new approaches to be developed in the next years.

3.3.2.1. Fractal Manufacturing Systems (FMS):
The fractal concepts have origins in mathematics and theory of chaos and indicate new ideas
to handle with the inflexibility and rigidity of the previous organizations. It is based on the
concept of autonomously cooperating multi‐agents referred to as fractals. The basic
component of the FMS, referred to as a basic fractal unit (BFU) , consists of five functional
modules including an observer, an analyzer, a resolver, an organizer, and a reporter. The
fractal architectural model represents a hierarchical structure built from the elements of a
BFU, and the design of a basic unit incorporates a set of pertinent attributes that can fully
represent any level in the hierarchy. In other words, the term ‘fractal’ can represent an entire
manufacturing shop at the highest level or a physical machine at the bottom level. Each BFU
provides services according to an individual‐level goal and acts independently while
attempting to achieve the shop‐level goal. However, for the overall goal of the manufacturing
system is accomplished, goal coherence should be maintained by cooperation and iteration
with other units. In a fractal manufacturing system a predefined organization doesn’t exist.
Any BFU has its own resources with static capabilities and an efficient information system that
provides data required to manufacture products and allocate operating resources. These
characteristics allow a great dynamic environment inside the unit that make possible to work
with constant changes in the enterprise structure and react quickly to external requirements.
In Figure 41 can be seen the conceptual structure of the FMS. Fractals or BFUs develop their
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goals independently with equal rights, while resolving conflicts through cooperation and
negotiation.

Figure 41. Conceptual structure of FMS.
Ryu, Kwangyeol and Jung, Mooyoung, (2003).

Characteristics that differentiate an FMS from other manufacturing systems include self‐
similarity, self‐organization and goal‐orientation. Specifically, the dynamic restructuring
process (DRP), which is part of self‐organization, is the most distinctive characteristic. This
section describes fractal‐specific characteristics with respect to UML models, focusing on their
procedures and the relationships among participating agents.

• Self‐similarity refers not only to the structural characteristics of organizational design, but
circumscribes the manner of performing a job (service), as well as the formulation and pursuit
of goals. To achieve goals in a manufacturing system, there can be various possible solutions
with respect to the individual problems. Even if there may exist several components with the
same goal in the system, conditions or situations in the surrounding environment may be
different for each component. This can result in fractals that have identical goals, while their
input and output variables have quite different internal structures. If two fractals return the
same outputs for the same inputs, they are called “self‐similar”, even if their internal
structures are different (see Figure 42). This characteristic can be affirmatively used to develop
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control software in the design phase because control modules or agents can be generated
from the common structures. Therefore, a fractal designed at one level can be applied to other
levels in the FMS because of the self‐similarity of fractals;

Figure 42. Self‐similarity properties between fractal units.
A. Tharumarajah, A. j. Wells and L. Nemes, (1996).

• Self‐organization is related to a theoretical method and an operational method in the FMS.
The theoretical method referred to as self‐optimization is defined as the application of suitable
numerical approaches to optimize the performance of fractals in a system. It provides the FMS
with a mathematical background for designing the structures, compositions, and relationships
of fractals. From various optimization techniques, fractals select and use a proper method to
have a more optimal specification.
The dynamic restructuring process (operational method) supports the reorganization of
network connections between fractals so that the FMS can be optimized and adapted to a
dynamically changing environment. The DRP continuously changes the structure of the whole
system depending on the fractals’ goals and external environmental conditions. For example, it
is supposed that an unexpected event causes a controller to malfunction, or the type of parts
that have to be produced in a system changes. In that case, controllers need to be changed or
reorganized. The FMS can perform these tasks automatically and dynamically with little
intervention from human operators by using the DRP.
The REA (Restructuring Agent) in an organizer leads the DRP. Figure 43 illustrates the activities
of the DRP using the activity diagram. If the REA decides to perform the DRP based on the
results of periodic evaluations of a fractal’s performance, it first makes a new structure of
fractals by employing a resource optimizer. The REA also employs the DMA (Decision‐making
Agent) if it needs to negotiate with other fractals. The REA sends a request for the address
information to a NTA (Network Agent). It also sends a request for the specification for a new
controller to the FSM (Fractal Status Manager) if the system needs more controllers. Then the
REA sends a request to the FAM to get the addresses of fractals associated with the DRP. The
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REA creates a restructuring message, and informs the DMA of the DRP to make it generate the
series of jobs for restructuring the fractals. The task executor in each of the TGAs (Task
Governing Agents) conducts DRP‐related jobs. Finally, the REA informs the FAM that fractal
address information must be updated before the DRP can finish;

Figure 43. Activity diagram for dynamic restructuring process (DRP)
Ryua, Kwangyeol; Sonb, Youngjun and Mooyoung Junga, Mooyoung, (2002).

• Goal‐orientation corresponds to the motivated activities of agents in fractals. To coherently
achieve agents’ goals, goal consistency supported by an inheritance mechanism should be
maintained during the process. The FMS continues to develop goals autonomously in order to
operate and harmonize the system by resolving conflicts. Basically, efficient production may be
a usual goal. Such goals, however, change to other goals. But, in accordance with the
surrounding environment, this goal may be changed to something like completing production
at the earliest possible time or minimizing defects. The change of the goal in high level gives
rise to the changes of the goal in sub‐fractals. At the bottom level, if a fractal controls a
machining center, shortening the processing time or the optimization of tool paths may be
exemplary goals. From the goal of the top‐level fractal, i.e., factory goal, the goals of lower‐
level fractals are generated and pruned by the goal‐formation process. The system should
allow fractals to negotiate their goals with other fractals at any time, since it is very hard to
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anticipate which situations will require negotiation. For example, the negotiation in the
MANPro (a contract net protocol (CNP) for the negotiation, which greatest advantage is the
reduction of the network loads without disturbing the application process) has four phases: 1)
preparation, 2) cloning, 3) traveling and evaluation, and 4) awarding. Figures 44 and 45
illustrate the MANPro‐based negotiation process and the activity diagram of NEA (Negotiation
Agent), respectively. When a fractal needs to negotiate with others, the DMA (Decision‐
Making Agent) during the preparation phase determines a route for agent’s traveling and
creates a NCA (Network Command Agent). Then, during the cloning phase, the DMA creates a
NEA (Negotiation Agent) containing information about a negotiation, pre‐evaluation methods,
and conflict resolution methods. After moving to the reporter, the NEA is encrypted by the
NCA and then starts the navigation following its traveling list to gather negotiation replies from
others. During a traveling and evaluation phase, the NEA pre‐evaluates negotiation replies
from other fractals. If the reply does not meet the pre‐evaluation requirement, then it is
dropped. Otherwise, it is added to the reply_list. To simplify the model in Figure 45, the pre‐
evaluation activity is modeled as one activity. After making a complete reply_list, the NEA goes
back to the DMA and reports the results necessary for the decision‐making. If DMA determines
an awardee (fractal), then it generates TGAs (Task Governing Agents) and sends them to the
awardee after they are encrypted by NCAs. When the fractal receives tasks from the issuer, it
sends back an acceptance message so that the issuer can destruct the NEA that was used for
the negotiation.

Figure 44. MANPro‐based negotiation in the FMS
Ryua, Kwangyeol; Sonb, Youngjun and Mooyoung Junga, Mooyoung, (2002).
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Figure 45. Activity diagram of NEA.
Ryua, Kwangyeol; Sonb, Youngjun and Mooyoung Junga, Mooyoung, (2002).

Figure 46 depicts the overview of the Fractal Manufacturing System (FMS). Every controller at
every level in the system has a self‐similar functional structure composed of an observer, an
analyzer, a resolver, an organizer, and a reporter (functional modules, see Figure 47). In
addition, each of these modules, regardless of its hierarchical level, consists of a set of agents.
After the initial setup of a system, the configuration of the system may need to be reorganized
in response to unexpected events such as machine breakdown. The system will also need to be
reconfigured when the set of parts to be produced in the system changes due to a change in
customer needs. In these cases, fractals in the FMS autonomously and dynamically change
their structure, via the actions of agents for the appropriate working mechanisms of the
fractals. Figure 46 shows two facility layouts and the corresponding compositions of fractals
before and after the restructuring process. When a machine (M) and a robot (R3) are added to
the system, fractals reorganize themselves with the mechanism of dynamic restructuring
process (DRP) in a way that the system continues to work with greatest efficiency.
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Figure 46. Reorganization of the system using a dynamic restructuring process in the FMS.
Ryua, Kwangyeol; Sonb, Youngjun and Mooyoung Junga, Mooyoung, (2002).

Functional modules and their relationships in a fractal are illustrated in Figure 47. The
functions of each module can be defined depending upon the application domain. However,
when the target domain is determined, the main functions of each module will be consistent
throughout the system. For example, the function of a resolver may be different depending
upon whether it is defined for controlling a manufacturing system or for managing supply
chains. However, the main function of a resolver in a manufacturing system is similar to other
resolvers in that system regardless of their level in the hierarchy. Figure 47 shows a bottom‐
level fractal whose functions are similar to those of a conventional equipment controller in a
SFCS. The fractal directly connected to equipment (e.g., machine, robot, etc.) gets sensory
signals from equipment and sends messages or commands to them.
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Figure 47. Functional modules and relationships in a fractal in a FMS.
Ryua, Kwangyeol; Sonb, Youngjun and Mooyoung Junga, Mooyoung, (2002).

.

The function of an observer is to monitor the state of the unit, to receive messages and
information from outer fractals, and to transmit composite information to correspondent
fractals. The function of an analyzer is to analyze alternative job profiles with status
information, to rate dispatching rules, and to simulate analyzed job profiles in real‐time. The
analyzer finally reports results to the resolver so that the resolver can use them to make
decisions. A resolver plays the most important role in a fractal, generating job profiles, goal‐
formation processes, and decision‐making processes. During goal‐formation processes (see
Figure 48), the resolver may employ a variety of numerical optimization or heuristic techniques
to optimize the fractal’s goal. If necessary, the resolver executes negotiations, cooperation,
and coordination among fractals. The function of an organizer is to manage the fractal status
and fractal addresses, particularly for dynamic restructuring processes. The organizer may use
numerical optimization techniques to find an optimal configuration while reconfiguring
fractals. The fractal status is used to select the best job profile among several alternatives, and
the fractal address is used to find the physical address of the fractal (e.g., machine_name,
port_number, etc.) on the network. The function of a reporter is to report results from all
processes in a fractal to others. In the case of a bottom‐level controller, the fractal is similar to
a traditional equipment controller. Therefore, most of its messages are commands for
controlling the hardware.
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Figure 48. Goal‐formation process in FMS.
Ryu, Kwangyeol and Jung, Mooyoung, (2003).

The FMS autonomously changes its inner structure using the dynamic restructuring process,
which is performed based on MANPro‐based negotiation. Assume that the initial system
configuration is the link between controllers, as illustrated in the left‐hand figure of Figure 49
(controller 1 is connected to controller 4, 5, . . ., 8, which are horizontally connected to each
other). The workload of controller 1 would be far greater than that of other controllers so that
reconfiguration of the structure is definitely required. When the BFU Agent catches the
overflow of controller 1, it gets the information about available controllers (e.g. controllers 2, 3
and 9) from the Network Agent to use them as newly adapted fractals. Then, controller 1
makes connections to the available controllers (assume that controllers 3 and 9 are chosen in
this case) (process 1). Controller 1 copies the agents and sends them to controllers 3 and 9 by
using the cloning mechanism of an agent (process 2). After that, the links between newly
installed fractals and other fractals, which are dealing with equipment (e.g. from controller 4
to 8), are updated (process 3). And the newly installed fractals make a horizontal connection
with each other (process 4). Finally, the unnecessary existing links are disconnected (process
5). Then, the result of the dynamic restructuring process is as shown in the right‐hand figure of
Figure 49. The workload of controller 1 would be automatically distributed to controllers 3 and
9. Thus, it can be said that the system becomes more stable compared with the old one. The
dynamic restructuring process is continuously and autonomously performed by the fractal
agents to make a better system structure during the system lifetime.
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Figure 49. The procedure of dynamic restructuring process in exemplary system configuration.
Ryu, Kwangyeol and Jung, Mooyoung, (2003).

3.3.2.2. Bionic Manufacturing Systems (BMS):
The word ‘bionic’ is a portmanteau formed from biology and electronic. Bionics is the
application of methods and systems found in nature to the new technology systems.
A biological system exhibits many features including autonomous and spontaneous behavior,
and social harmony within hierarchically ordered relationships. Structurally, the cell is the basic
unit which comprises all other parts of a biological system. Cells are basically similar, but
differentiated by function, and are capable of multiple operations.
Cells act as building blocks to make up the hierarchical layers in organisms. Thus, tissues (e.g.,
muscle tissue) are formed by cells with similar functions and shape. Different tissues combine
to form organs with a particular function (e.g., heart). Organs, in turn, group together to form
body systems (e.g., digestive system made up of the stomach and small intestine), and the
systems make up the complex organisms.
The biological life originates the bionic theory applied to the manufacturing systems. The
structures and behavior observed in live beings from the cell level to the biological beings
(plants, animal, etc) it is applicable to enterprises. The BMS make a parallelism among these
biological characteristics and the essential needs for the futures production systems. For
example, the productions units (also called work cells) can be compared to cells in the
biological systems.
A biological cell is an entity inserted in a chemical environment. It is constituted by one
internal chemical environment (cytoplasm), the nucleus that is the core of the cell (carries the
genetic information (DNA) and regulates the chemical reactions inside the cell) and organelles
(part of a cell with a specific function) which creates the cell functions. Cells operate through
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the change of chemical information with both inside and outside environments. This change of
chemical information is which will change the behavior of other cells and of their own. The
coordination between cells is executed by enzymes (protein which catalyzes chemical
processes). The overall goal of a group of cells in cooperation is making their associate organs
work (e.g. a heart). The overall goal of a group of organs is making a living organism (e.g. a
human). Living organisms have their own societies. This hierarchical order is the ascending
steps of life‐form.
The stability of the internal chemical environment of a living organism is maintained by means
of regulating the rate of its metabolic reactions. Within a cell this is done by the enzymes that
are produced by the cells. These enzymes act as catalysts to speed up or inhibit reactions. A
second level regulation is done through hormones that are secreted by cells and transported in
body fluids to other parts where they exert a specific physiological action. An example of this
action is color change in some animals in response to danger. Since hormonal regulation can
be slow, a central nervous system exists to deal with situations requiring rapid reactions to
changes in the external environment.
The above properties of biological systems have many similarities to the operation of
manufacturing units as shown in Figure 50. The units obtain the needed inputs from the
factory floor environment and perform operations. Outputs of these operations flow back to
the environment. Like enzymes, coordinators may act to preserve the harmony. Also,
regulatory schemes similar to hormones may include policies or strategies that have a longer
term effect on the environment, for example changes to shop‐floor practices. Even centralized
control may be applicable to urgently react to certain contingencies.

Figure 50. Similarity between Biological and Manufacturing Structures.
Tharumarajah, A.; Wells, A. j. and Nemes, L, (1998).
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In addition, the manufacturing units can act similar to cells as building blocks to derive
hierarchical control structures, such as shops, factories and business units. In such structures,
each layer in the hierarchy supports and is supported by the adjacent layers. When a
specification is given at the top‐layer, it passes down layer‐by‐layer to the bottom and finally
turns to tasks. In a bottom‐up process, the units’ actions cumulate and manifest in an
operation of the whole system. The operations of all cells (biological or not) are reflected in
the whole production system.
Other property present in the generation of life forms is the division of the cells to create
organs and other forms (information of the DNA replicated in the genes of the dividing cells).
Similarly, manufacturing system can be divided into minor functional sections through the top‐
down propagation of information (tasks).
The BMS theory begin with the basic element called modelon, which is composed of lower
level modelons (submodelons), forming a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 51, below.

Figure 51. Modelon’s structure.
Tharumarajah, A.; Wells, A. j. and Nemes, L. (1996).

Communication systems ensure the correct exchange of information inside and between
modelons. The information propagation needs to be made by a self‐organized process, where
higher levels modelons pass information (similar to DNA information) to the modelons in the
lowest levels, as commented before layer‐by‐layer.
Finally, supervisors or operators entities (similar to enzymes) have the responsibility of
regulating and controlling the “children” and “parents” modelons interactions. They impose
organizational and structural rules (self‐division or aggregation) between modelons in order to
that, with cooperation, they execute tasks and achieve the goals of the entire system.
The production units (work cells) are inserted in an enterprise, as productive internally
resources (workers, machines, etc.) with distinct capabilities but, with cooperation, they can
achieve the overall goal of the unit (intermediate and finished products) changing the states if
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necessary. Raw material and control information circulate in predefined ways (interfaces), as
illustrated in Figure 51, above. The processed material and information will be sent again by
the corresponding interfaces to the environment where somebody (or something) will take
charge of directing for the destiny (another work cell, a repository, etc.). Coordinator and
supervisor units have the mission of coordinate and supervise the work between the internal
elements of a cell and between cell‐units in the manufacturing systems.
For instance, using those parallels of BMS to put forward modeling concepts and applications,
Okino foresees a bionic factory that will operate with distributed components (machines,
automatic guided vehicles (AGVs) etc.) having quasi‐life. The components, including the part,
communicate and inform each other of the decisions made by theirselves. In fact, he compares
the knowledge of the processes possessed by the components as genetic information. Thus,
typical information of how a part should be made or assembled resides in the product, and it
communicates with the machines and decides on the schedule. With this information a part,
represented by a general modelling element called a modelon, can communicate with the
modelons representing the required resources (i.e tools etc.) and cooperate to produce the
physical workpiece.
Further, Okino exploits the properties of biological growth process (morphology) to suggest a
bionic type of design room. For instance, a typical design activity can be carried out by
developing a specification in the top modelon (a parent modelon). This is followed by
gathering the required sub‐modelons from a modelon base that executes related lower level
functions to realise the specification. The manner in which this propagation is implemented is
through a self‐organising process, where each higher level modelon passes DNA type
information to lower levels, and gathers the required sub‐modelons.
Actual applications of bionic manufacturing have been planned under the IMS/NGMS
(Intelligent Manufacturing Systems/Next Generation Manufacturing Systems) project and by
the CAM‐I consortium.

3.4.

COMPARISON OF ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS (FMS, HMS, BMS):

The underlying principles and features of designing manufacturing systems which are highly
flexible in their structure and operation are described in the three organizational models
exposed above. However, the concepts differ in their approach and the following sub‐sections
highlight these on some critical system parameters pertaining to the general, design and
operational features of manufacturing.
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In order to achieve an useful comparison, the three concepts exposed above (HMS integrated
in IMS and the new approaches FMS and BMS) will be treated at the same level, not comparing
the use the industry can take of them to the date. These emerging concepts of manufacturing
systems have been derived from some underlying similarity with naturally occurring systems,
be they biological or social. BMS has more direct relevance in direct application of concepts
and features of biological systems are possible. HMS and FMS, on the other hand, use the
analogy to define the very basic concepts of the manufacturing systems they foresee. Thus,
extensive development may be required to further define the design and operational features.
Figure 52 gives a framework based on the one proposed by Hackman for Autonomous Work
Groups (AWGs) to describe how extent can the organizational models support self‐
organization in manufacturing, taken into account as a main characteristic by all of them. The
extent of self‐organization is given, in the vertical axis, by the progressively increasing levels of
autonomy or responsibility that can be endowed to a unit. The type of unit, corresponding to
the level of autonomy endowed, is shown in the horizontal axis.

Figure 52. Level of autonomy of the units.
Tharumarajah, A.; Wells, A. j. and Nemes, L, (1998).
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Using this framework, when the level of autonomy is restricted to the execution of a task, it
may result in a Manager‐led unit similar to Tayloristic type of management. At the other
extreme, a Self‐governing unit assumes total responsibility including setting the overall
direction. As the unit moves towards this end, its sphere of influence extends beyond the
immediate control of the processes to other aspects of the organisation. These include both
human and business sides.
Also considered within this framework, the focuses of the concepts vary somewhat on the
types of units envisaged. Holons (and holarchies) are basically formed on a functional
decomposition of a system, i.e. the tasks to be done. This way it may focus on Self‐managing
units with limited capabilities for self‐design or self‐governing. Similarly, BMS considers the
functions of modelons (cells) with multiple operations where the focus is on self‐management.
On the other hand, the features of a fractal entity promote continuous adaptation to changes
in the business and operational environment. Consequently, fractals may be seen as dynamic
with the ability to reconfigure themselves in response to the environment. Thus, it may be
designed to be a self‐governing entity, more like a business unit.
However, this seemingly broader perspective of autonomy of the fractals may not necessarily
translate to the development of such units at the technology end. Consider the six levels of the
environment proposed by Sihn transposed as a continuum in Figure 53. The technology end of
the spectrum addressed by the Fractal Factory is more towards applying principles of flexibility
in layout and application of technology such as “Just In Time”. Whereas, both HMS and BMS in
addition to such applications tend to develop technology that make the equipment and
devices themselves display autonomous behavior in operation. This provides these physical
units with intelligence and the ability to function as quasi‐living things. This focus, however,
may increase the concentration on automation to the neglect of human and business elements
during design.

Figure 53. Focus of development of the concepts.
Tharumarajah, A.; Wells, A. j. and Nemes, L, (1998).
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Table 4. Comparison of general structural aspects of FMS, HMS and BMS.
Ryu, Kwangyeol and Jung, Mooyoung, (2003).

Referring to the design features, the design of these systems, in particular the architectural
aspects, stresses recursive part‐whole relations. However, the approaches differ in the manner
in which these aspects are used to describe and design the basic units of manufacturing and
their autonomous properties.
The definition of a unit in BMS is a modelon that may be capable of multiple operations. These
may be defined through repeated cell division (recursion) using DNA type growth process.
Definition of holons is similar, although may be carried out top‐down by defining the holarchy
first and the constituent holons subsequently. Designing fractals requires consideration of the
six levels of environment as discussed before (see Figure 53, above). Their design is bottom‐up
similar to BMS, where the operations are assigned to lower level fractals according to their
ability before higher order fractals are formed to subsume the already assigned functions.
The design of autonomous properties of units in BMS comes from their ability to respond to
changes in environment, primarily through performing multiple operations. Also, a unit may
have self‐regulation through enzymatic actions. The regulation among the group may be
endowed in objects similar to enzymes or hormones. In the case of holons and holarchy, the
autonomy is endowed as the ability to manage the inter‐dependence in the external
environment. Also, the internal environment acts like a closure where a set of holons share the
interactions and modify their decisions. Here, the historical process may fix the canons while
letting the holons use flexible strategies to deal with contingencies. A change in the set of
canons used may take place over time through network level learning. The fractals, by setting
of goals along with vitality measures that monitor and act on the environment, may have a
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high level of autonomy. The autonomy of a group is in the negotiation of goals that are
essentially similar. The fractals may contemplate regrouping in response to changes in the
vitality measures.
Summarizing, the design of the fractal and its dynamic evolution can be an all‐encompassing
task, including technical, human and cultural dimensions, which can lead to self‐governing
units. In the other hand, HMS takes a more technically oriented approach. Only elements
which can be precisely designed are included. All the knowledge is assumed to be explicit and
to be incorporated in the system. Design of Bionic Manufacturing is realised through genesis.
This has the flexibility to evolve different forms according to the needs of the system (the
design requirements of life).

Operational features of manufacturing systems exhibit functional inter‐dependence among
units: both hierarchical and heterarchical. This is captured by the various flows and efforts in
coordination to ensure harmony in operation. Especially, in the absence of centralised control
of unity of command, there is the possibility of chaotic behaviour as the autonomous units
pursue their own actions. In order to ensure harmony, regulatory mechanisms for control and
coordination are called for. Regulatory mechanisms are those whereby the various activities of
the component parts of the organism are modified so that they contribute to the coherent
functioning of the organism as a whole.
However, the regulation provided by these mechanisms may vary depending on whether it is
for short term regulation, such as, for instance, changes to production quantity which may be
communicated and acted upon immediately; or long term regulation that may need wider
consultation and may not be immediate, such as lowering of inventory levels, reduction in
production cycle times or even improving employee satisfaction may involve analysis
accompanied by modification of practices.
The definition of regulation may be completely pre‐defined or left to be adapted. Where
regulation relies on adaptation, the units may take responsibility, but questions such as when
and how to regulate is largely left to learning and reinforcement processes within the units.
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Table 5. Comparison of functional aspects of FMS, HMS and BMS.
Ryu, Kwangyeol and Jung, Mooyoung, (2003).

In Table 6 it can be seen that all the concepts promote unity of action through flexible forms of
coordination in both hierarchical and lateral directions. In BMS, the existence of hormonal and
enzymatic actions promotes commonality of functional goals between cells and other
hierarchical layers. In addition, a system of coordination similar to the central nervous system
(CNS) may be envisaged (this aspect is not really considered by BMS). Features of the FMS
include: global goals, goal formation and inheritance through coordination with a subsidiary
fractal (i.e., a super‐ordinate fractal). However, short term coordination may be augmented
through Kanban and JIT type systems (see clarification in the bottom of Table 6). In HMS,
coarse plans (process plans and schedules) are specified which are progressively refined by
lower level holons. However, the purpose of hierarchical coordination is to integrate the
actions of lower level units, rather than a form of command and control. Further, in HMS an
adaptive type of coordination mechanism along with contract net protocol is suggested.
3

Table 6. Detailed comparison of Regulatory Mechanisms.
Tharumarajah, A.; Wells, A. j. and Nemes, L, (1998).
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3.5.

EXAMPLE OF IMS CURRENT APPLICATIONS

3.5.1. Predictive Holonic Manufacturing
This example presents the design of a holonic manufacturing execution system. The design is
an instantiation of the PROSA reference architecture augmented with coordination and control
mechanisms inspired by natural systems, i.e. food foraging behavior in ant colonies. Research
prototypes are implemented as multi‐agent systems. The main coordination and control
mechanisms ensure that the process plans are properly executed and emergently forecast the
workload of the manufacturing resources as well as well as lead times and routings of the
products. The design empowers the product instances to drive their own production; the
coordination is completely decentralized. In contrast to many decentralized designs, the
manufacturing execution system predicts future behavior and proactively takes measures to
prevent impending problems from happening. A social control mechanism ensures that
product instances adhere sufficiently to their declared intentions, which is necessary to
guarantee adequate forecast accuracy. The design has been applied to an industrial test case,
and the results of this case study have been discussed.
A manufacturing execution system (MES) handles factory operations. It supervises the process
control systems, it decides about the routes that products follow through the production
system, and it decides when and where operations on products start. Moreover, It must
handle all possible processing outcomes, some of which disturb the manufacturing operations
significantly e.g. failures. The wording manufacturing control commonly denotes the task
performed by a manufacturing execution system.
Manufacturing control is a daunting task because of the non‐linear nature of the underlying
production system, the uncertainties stemming from the environment and the production
processes, and the combinatorial growth of the decision space. In spite of immense efforts,
hierarchical planning‐based manufacturing execution systems have been unable to answer the
challenges satisfactorily until today. Schedules and plans, originating from higher levels in a
manufacturing organization, are known to become ineffectual within minutes on a factory
floor. Investigating an innovative approach to addressing these concerns, researchers have
proposed and developed heterarchical manufacturing systems. In heterarchical systems,
intelligent products and parts drive their own production in cooperation with intelligent
manufacturing resources. However, current heterarchical manufacturing systems yearn for the
ability to plan ahead in time without suffering from the disadvantages of conventional control.
Research into holonic manufacturing systems addresses the above issues as well. With
heterarchical designs, holonic manufacturing systems share the highly decentralized product‐
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driven manufacturing control in combination with intelligent equipment. In contrast, holonic
systems support flexible hierarchies, which can be formed dynamically through aggregation.
Moreover, some holonic systems comprise planners as system components (i.e. hybrid
designs). However, the distinction between holonic and heterarchical systems is mostly
irrelevant for the research results that are discussed in this paper; the aspects addressed
comply with a heterarchical design.
The holonic manufacturing control system adopts the standard approach for heterarchical
designs in which every relevant physical entity in the manufacturing system is reflected in the
control system software. For instance, machines and product parts each have a corresponding
computing agent in the control system. The heterarchical subsystem implements the PROSA
reference architecture. Systems designed along this architecture are composed of three types
of basic agents: order agents, product agents, and resource agents. These basic agents are
structured using object‐oriented concepts like aggregation and specialization. Optional staff
agents, like in human organizations, can be added to assist the basic agents with expert
knowledge (e.g. schedulers).
Historically, the holonic MES design originated out of inspiration by nature. More specifically,
the coordination through stigmergy in food‐foraging ant colonies triggered the sequence of
design steps leading to the current design. However, this design has evolved significantly and,
presently, the analogy with the social insects confuses rather than helps the discussion.
Nonetheless, the terminology still reflects this source of inspiration. In an ant colony, ants
deposit information in their environment (pheromones) informing other ants about remote
facts (how to find food). The PROSA agents create agents for similar purposes (i.e. system‐wide
coordination). These agents are called Ant agents or simply Ants from here on.
In the current design, ant agents are linked to a resource agent, which is their current position.
The ant agents query their resource agent about its connections to neighboring resource
agents and use this to virtually navigate through the manufacturing system, more precisely
through the network of resource agents reflecting the manufacturing system. Ant agents get
their initial position at creation. Ant agents typically originate from basic PROSA agents, and
perform an information retrieval and dissemination task on behalf of the PROSA agent. Ant
agents are created at a given rate, among others, to refresh information, before it expires, on
the information spaces. Two types of ant agents, rendering the MES predictive, are discussed.
First, feasible ants constitute a first type of ant agents in the heterarchical MES. Feasibility ants
put signposts on the information spaces enabling order agents to decide locally which routing
options are available to them. The ants start at factory entries and/or exits and traverse the
network of resource agents while collecting information on the processing capabilities of the
resources. At routing opportunities, this information is merged with the available information
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on the local information spaces. This activity is performed at a regular frequency such that
changes become visible throughout the system with a small delay (e.g. 10 sec).
Predictive Holonic Manufacturing can be discussed as how a heterarchical manufacturing
control system is able to account for the near future. Order agents, resource agents and their
ant agents perform a choreography from which short‐term forecasts materialize.
Order agents create at a regular frequency Exploring ants (ant agents that scout for possible
solutions). An exploring ant generates one feasible solution while traveling virtually through
the factory and making the resource agents virtually perform the required processing steps.
The ant is created at the location of its order agent. It queries the associated resource agent
about the ongoing activity. For instance, the order is queued on a conveyor belt and the
conveyor belt agent reports the estimated time when the order will reach the end of the belt.
The ant agent virtually moves to the end of the conveyor belt and progresses its virtual clock to
this estimated time. At the end of the conveyor belt, the exploring ant retrieves the signposts,
placed by the feasibility ants, and presents them to the associated product agent to learn the
available routing options. The exploring ant selects one of the available options and continues
its virtual journey (see Figure 54, bellow).

Figure 54. Ant agents scout for solutions and behalf of their order agents.
Valckenaers, P. and Brussel, H. Van (2005).

Importantly, exploring ants rely on resource agents to provide sound estimates for the
duration of transport and processing steps. To this end, resource agents have a reservations
department that answers queries about capacity availability. Note that the resource agents
mainly require self‐knowledge to provide such reservation service to their prospective visitors.
Any decision making in the self‐scheduling of the resource must be a plug‐in. However, this
reservations department cannot answer queries properly without an informed estimate of
future usage; it needs future visitors to book (make a reservation). The Intention ants perform
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this task. When an exploring ant finds a solution, it reports back to the order agent. This order
agent evaluates the performance of this solution. When an exploring ant finds a solution, it
reports back to the order agent. This order agent evaluates the performance of this solution.
At a given moment, the order agent selects the most attractive solution to become its
intention, and starts to create intention ants at a regular frequency (see Figure 55).

Intention ants behave in the same manner as the exploring ants except for two aspects. First,
the option selection mechanism is to follow the order intention. When the intention ant
reports back, the order agent observes the consequences of any changes in the system.
Second, the ant informs the resource agents on its journey of the order intentions. In other
words, it books the required capacity on the resource. In turn, the resource agents receive the
necessary information to calculate a short‐term forecast of their utilization. This enables the
resource agents to give accurate answers to the queries by exploring and intention ants alike.
Importantly, bookings must be refreshed regularly. Otherwise, the reservation is discarded and
becomes available for other users.

Figure 55. Order agent has selected the second solution and its intention ant reserves time
slots on resources on its behalf.
Valckenaers, P. and Brussel, H. Van (2005).

The above interactions are only able to generate a reliable forecast if the order agents adhere
sufficiently to declared intentions agents. To ensure this, the MES imposes socially acceptable
behavior upon the members of its agent society. More specifically, order agents can only
change intentions in a controlled manner.
When the system enjoys the presence of a good planning system, the order agents attempt to
execute the plans in three ways. First, a significant fraction of the exploring agents will simply
explore the scenario of the plan. Second, adherence to the plan is part of the performance
evaluation criteria such that orders will only deviate from the plan if there is a significant
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perceived benefit. Third, the order agent considers the plan to be its original intention, which
triggers the resistance to deviate from the plan by the socially acceptable behavior.
Conversely, the holonic MES is able to feed the planning system with a short‐term forecast,
estimating the state of the manufacturing system when its next plan will become available. A
reactive scheduling system can use this estimated future state to initialize its data model for
the subsequent run of its planning algorithm.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION:
The predictive heterarchical manufacturing control has been developed in cooperation with
industry providing requirements and specifications. Early developments addressed a car body
paint shop. Those designs handle homogeneous shop layouts well but fail to cope with the
complex heterogeneous nature of the actual paint shop. The lacking feature was the socially
acceptable behavior. Subsequently, developments addressed a job shop producing weaving
machine parts (layout shown in Figure 56, below) in which the socially acceptable behavior
was introduced.

Figure 56. Screenshot from the MPA test case application.
Valckenaers, P. and Brussel, H. Van (2005).

Initial results reveal how the forecasting operates as expected. Currently, research addresses a
network of heat treatment factories, which requires the control to optimize batch building
across factory boundaries.
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The goal of the research is to provide the industrial user with the means to incrementally
enhance his decision‐making mechanisms where the core result of the research provides the
information, including up‐to‐date short‐term forecasts, on which to construct these
mechanisms. This section illustrates how this works out for the case study on the production of
weaving machine parts. The crucial aspect of this industrial job shop is to optimize the use of a
transport system, called the tram. This tram carries containers with product parts between
workstations and storage slots. During periods of heavy demand for transportation (rush
hour), it is a bottleneck and causes workstations and operators to idle, which is expensive.
In a first experiment, the basic design described earlier is applied to control the job shop. The
construction of this basic controller occurs in a straight‐forward plug‐and‐play fashion. Existing
modules and decision packages are used, without any modifications to fit the specific case.
With a minimal amount of programming work, putting these modules together, a working
online MES is created. All orders are capable to find a solution. Results on the performance of
the transport system and the bottlenecks in the plant are reported in Table 7. W3824 and
W310 are the bottleneck workstations in the system. The rightmost column displays
aggregated results for all workstations.

Table 7. Results from the basic controller.
Valckenaers, P. and Brussel, H. Van (2005).

In a second experiment, the product agent is modified such that it becomes knowledgeable of
the fact that visiting the storage space is optional. No other part of the control system requires
adaptation. Note that in the current industrial system (in reality), this enhancement cannot be
implemented because the effects of direct workstation‐to‐workstation transports on the
overall system performance are unclear (due to lacking up‐to‐date forecasts) and therefore
represent an unacceptable risk. Table 8 shows the improvement obtained by these changes.

Table 8. Results from the enhanced controller.
Valckenaers, P. and Brussel, H. Van (2005).
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The main effect on the tram is a reduction of its load by 25% and the number of transports by
30% resulting in reduced waiting times for all workstation and especially the bottleneck
stations. The waiting times on the latter stations are reduced by 24% and 11% respectively. In
turn, the utilization rate on these bottleneck stations increases, implying that system
throughput increases as well. This improvement is smaller (2% and 1%) because machining
operations last longer than transportation.
The experiments on this test case are ongoing research. The next improvement on the agenda
is to reduce the number of shifts on the non‐bottleneck stations. Based on the forecast
information, the system can identify opportunities to move work out of one shift into another
without disturbing the remainder of the system, especially at the bottlenecks. The aim is to
cluster operations within shifts, rendering other shifts completely empty to reduce personnel
costs.
Subsequently, the excess capacity on the tram, outside rush hours, will be used to prepare the
work during periods of high demand. The availability of an up‐to‐date prediction is essential
for this enhancement since it both informs the system whether there is an opportunity to
rearrange the storage (a period of low demand or no demand lies ahead) and tells the system
which rearrangement is likely to lower the workload during upcoming periods of high demand.
Note also that this approach offers a medium to coordinate the main operations with
secondary operations. For instance, the short‐term forecasts can be used to plan and control
the transport of tools and fixtures to the machining stations in the test case, which utilizes the
tram as well. The holonic MES allows operators to select times at which they do not disturb
production, if possible. Conversely, the operator can inform the MES of his intention to use the
tram for tool/fixture transport such that the remainder of the system is able to account for
this.
Overall, the experimental results corroborate that the holonic MES design complies with the
industrial requirement to be able to enhance gradually the manufacturing control system, and
especially the decision‐making mechanisms therein, while addressing the concern of their
choosing in the manufacturing operations.
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4. ANNEXES

ANNEX 1. Part 1 of 2.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf
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ANNEX 1. Part 2 of 2.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf
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ANNEX 2. Part 1 of 2.
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC).
http://wings.buffalo.edu/eng/mae/courses/460-564/Course-Notes/CNC%20notes.pdf
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